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Cabinet chooses male over three females

Candidates question Congress choice
by Jim Monnett
co-editor
, Student Congress President
Brad Votava ('91) has denied
sexual discrimination on the
part of the cabinet in the appointment of Scott Gilmore ('94) as
(he replacement Phelps Hall
representative to Congress.
Because of Sarah Jo Bartley's
withdrawal from Hope College,
the cabinet interviewed and appointed Gilmore to fill Bartley's
fleeted position as one of two
Phelps congress members.
• Three women also petitioned
and interviewed for the position.
Two of those women, Kim
Breen (493) and Lori Polaski
(494), said Congress Vice President Joe Miklosi (492) told them
yhen he contacted them to say
they were not chosen, and that
Gilmore was, because Gilmore
could better represent the male

perspective.
Polaski said, "Joe (Miklosi)
talked to me and said that (the
cabinet) had decided to go with
Scott Gilmore because he is a
male and Phelps is a coed dorm.
They thought Scott would better
represent the male view."
Votava said Gilmore's gender
was a minor issue that the
cabinet discussed after interviewing all four candidates last
Wednsday.
"1 think (his gender) was a
minor point in that Phelps is a
coed dorm," Votava said, "To
think that we chose him on that
basis is untrue.
"We chose him on his own
merits regardless of gender,"
Votava said.
At last Thursday's Congress
meeting before the vote to approve Gilmore, Votava is quoted
by a Durfee representative to
have said that Gilmore was

chosen because the cabinet was
thinking in terms of long-term
leadership, and in terms of
Phelps being a coed dorm in that
Gilmore could better represent
the male side of the dorm.

In a sense, it was a
minor (issue). As a
male he could
represent their views.
--Joe Miklosi ('92)
Recounting the c a b i n e t ' s
discussions after the interviews,
Miklosi said they discussed all
sorts of issues, including the division of men and women on the
congress.
"In a sense it was a minor
(issue). As a male he could
represent their concerns,"
Miklosi said. Miklosi said the

cabinet was looking for diversity
and that at this meeting Comptroller J a m e s O'Neal ('93) had
mentioned that there were 19
females and six males on Congress. Votava confirmed this
figure as the one used in the
discussion.
Miklosi later said the actual
figure was 13 females to 12
males.
At f i r s t O ' N e a l c o u l d n ' t
remember whether or not gender
was discussed at the meeting. He
said, "I don't think it was
brought up."
Later, he added that it might
have been mentioned as one of
several issues.
"We discussed everything,"
O'Neal said. The decision as a
whole was made by the cabinet."
O'Neal said he might have
brought the male-female ratio
up, but he wasn't sure.
O'Neal did say, however, that

it wouldn't hurt to have both a
male and a female representative of Congress for Phelps.
Miklosi concurred, saying that
Phelps has 80 men and 80 women
and that Gilmore could add a
"male perspective...Seeing as he
lived with men, he had a greater
opportunity to interact with
them."
Votava said he thought all the
candidates were impressive. He
said they picked Gilmore
because he "would do the best
job on campus."
Gilmore was chosen because
he was "the most interested,
qualified and e n t h u s i a s t i c , "
Miklosi said.
But according to Breen and her
friend J o e K u i p e r t ^ ) , who
heard the conversation between
Miklosi an Breen, Miklosi gave a
different reason.
S e e ' C o n g r e s s ' , P. 3

Administrators watch oil crisis, budget bill
by Scott A. Kaukonen
news editor
, National and international
events affecting the national
Economy have yet to touch Hope,
beyond higher gas prices, but
Hope administrators a r e looking
with caution to the near future.
Events in the Persian Gulf
have nearly doubled the price of
a barrel of oil, resulting in inflationary prices. It is unclear at
(his time when and how deeply
tfiese increases will be felt by the
national and local economies.
The state of the economy has
an effect on the value of Hope's
endowment, which, according to
William Anderson, vicep r e s i d e n t for business and
finance, is currently around $29

million. "My guess is that the
value of our endowment has
dropped 15 percent in the last two
months." The value "will depend on the companies in which
Hope has investments, if they
reduce their dividends."
Anderson wasn't in any state of
panic. "We're in for the long
haul...(we are) not so concerned
about this dip." In reality, this
winter's "weather (mild or cold)
will probably affect us more (in
heating costs) than the (increased) oil prices would."
F a r worse for the college, according to Anderson, is the possible recession and the budget
deficit."I'd be more worried
about a recession because people
will be out of work and it could be
some, of the parents of our

students.
"If there is a lot of inflation...it
could really impact us negatively," Anderson continued. "We
can't increase our prices midstream. If a manufacturer pays
more for oil, they're going to
raise prices.
The chemistry
department, like any consumer,
has to pay for it and possibly pass
it on to the student. But we can't
do this until next year and (any
price increase) is hard to project
at this time."
Hope could see an eventual increase in food costs due to increased costs in transportation.
If Hope were still in the midst of
a building phase the impact
would be much more severe, but
"fortunately, we a r e not at this
time," said Anderson.

The Persian Gulf wasn't the
site of the only battle which affects the finances of the college
and its students. In a late, unexpected action by the Congress in
W a s h i n g t o n , the a u t o m a t i c
Gramm-Rudman sequestration
was avoided when Republicans
and Democrats came to a compromise on this year's budget.
The agreement avoids a nearly
across the board cut of every
federal budget in the attempt to
bring the budge) in line with
Gramm-Rudman budget deficit
reduction targets.
According to Phillis Hooyman,
director of the financial aid office, Hope students would have
seen little effect on their financial aid packages this year had
the Gramm-Rudman sequestra-

tion taken effect.
Programs
which are"forward funded" such
as the Pell Grants, the Supplemental Education Opportunities Grants, and Perkins'
Loans and the College WorkStudy Program could have been
impacted for the 1991-92 school
year.
The Stafford Loan Program
could have been an exception.
The loan origination fee, currently five percent, could have seen
an increase of one-half percent,
though Hooyman thought this
could be resolved in reconciliation once Congress decided on a
budget.
Hope currently is "observing
linear reduction (in financial
S e e 'Budget', P. 2
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News
Kalamazoo jury
convicts Hope
student of assault
KALAMAZOO-Following two
and a half days of jury deliberation, a Hope College student has
been found guilty of assualt with
a dangerous weapon. Richard
fllesch ('92), 20, of Battle Creek,
was convicted of beating David
Geib, 27, a Western Michigan
University student in an incident
last January.
On January 5,1990, Blesch and
Ronald Brierly, 21, of Richland,
went to Geibs former Kalamazoo
home regarding a fight involving
their friends at Geib's home
three weeks before. Geib had not
been at the party.
An argument ensued and Geib
tried to close the door so the men
would leave, but the two men
allegedly forced their way in,
police said. Geib struck Brierly
with an aluminum bat then
fought for control of the bat.
Witnesses told police Blesch
chased Geib from the house,
striking Geib in the head with the
bat as he ran from the porch.
Doctors testified that Geib was
near death when he was rushed
into emergency surgery.
Blesch, who needed stiches to
close a gash above one eye,
testified that Geib hit him in the
head with the hat during the
struggle inside Geib's house.
Blesch said he was dazed, had little time to react and was trying
to protect himself and Brierly
when he swung the bat at Geib.
Geib who now lives in Portage
with his parents, still suffers
from hearing and coocentratioo
problems.
He is undergoing
therapy for his injuries.
Bleach's sentencing has been

schedueled for October 29 by
Kalamazoo County Circuit Judge
Philip D. Schaefer.
Blesch faces up to four years in
prison, but first-time offenders
convicted of felonious assualts
are commonly sentenced to probation and up to one year in jail.
Blesch will remain free on bond
pending sentencing.

I

S t u d e n t s participate In the twister g a m e held last W e d n e s d a y during Greek w e e k
The twister g a m e w a s just o n e of many e v e n t s held last week In an effort to f o s t e r a
greater a w a r e n e s s of the Greek organizations. Photo by Rich Biair

Richard Blesch
Fll» Photo

Tom Renner, director of public
relations at Hope, said the school
has a code of conduct for
students that involves "accountability for any violation of local,
state, and federal laws, whether
they occur on or off campus."
Bleach is accountable to the
school's Judicial process.
Blesch, a starter on the football
team, is still a "duly enrolled student" and remains eligible.
"The college has to be e a r f u l not
to pre-kidge," Renner said,
(compiled from Grand Rapids
Press 4 Holland Sentinel)

Budget
Contlnutd from Paga i
aid)-a direct impact of GrammRudman last year."
linear
reduction "protects students
with the highest need," said
Hooyman. "We've already had
tfak hit us based on bat year's
fiasco The government keeps

The impact of last year's
Gramm-Rudman cuts on Hope's
financial aid was a 3.6 percent
dacraaae in College W o n - S M y
finds and a $30,000 reduction in
aaad money for the Perkins Loan
Program which is a revolving
find.
Impact upon the Supplemental Educational Opportunities Grants was negligible.
"These reductions are not

significant at this point," said
Hooyman, "but every bit hurts."
"People in Washington and on
the Hill tell me they never bear
enough from students and
parents. I know it's a mundane
thing, but they need to be writing
their c o n g r e s s m e n , " s a i d
H o o y m a n .
While Hope students may have
avoided reductions in financial
aid for now, they can expect to
pay more for gas, cigarettes, and
alcohol. These are among the
items which will see an increase
in government taxes in the effort
to increase revenue and to cut
coats, thereby trimming the
federal deficit by tS00 billion
over the next five years. Included in the compromise was a
Republican surrender on the
Capital Gains Tax issue and lie
billion in d e f e n s e c u t s .

Greek Week features environmentalism
by Amy Giles
staff writer
Hope's annual Greek Week
became Greek Peace Week as
Hope's sororities and fraternities
sponsored activities focusing on
environmental awareness. The
activities included a speaker on
recycling, a tie-dye party and a
dunk tank. Students who turned
in empty pop cans could take a
shot at campus personalities, including anchor cartoonist Wade
Gugino.
Greta Huizenga, a member of
Alpha Gamma Phi said originally the recycling effort of the
sorority came about as a community service program they
were working on for Hope. This
lead to the idea of the envirooment for Greek Week.
"It (Greek Week) is designed
to provide interaction between
G r e e k s and i n d e p e n d e n t
students," she stated, "We
wanted to show a positive aspect
to Greek life instead of all the
stuff people usually hear about."
As part of the efforts of the
Greek organisations and others
involved in environmental
iaaues, campus recycling has
begun at Hope. Unfortunately,
according to Huizenga only certain areas can now recycle on a
regular basis.
"As it stands now, it's just the
cottages and the pickup day is
the first trash collection day of
the month," she said referring to
curbaide recycling.
She emphasized that recycling
for the dorms is something that

she and other concerned individuals will continue to work on
long after Greek Week ends.
"I will continue to work on this
issue myself and I know that
Marianne Emerson, who is really concerned about the environment, is going to work on getting
a program in Kollen and then
other dorms can join in also,"
she said.
There are a few problems with
recycling in the dorms. One of
which is the materials which can
be recycled are highly combustible. According to Huizenga this
makes it a fire hazard for things
like newspaper and cardboard
boxes to pile up in the dorms.
The other problem with recycling for the dorms is that it is just

not as convenient. "We don't
have the facilities here to make it
convenient and its not really convenient to have students walk
across campus to recycle their
papers," she said, "It's just not
as convenient as it should be "
After Greek Peace Week ends,
Huizenga hopes that the Hope
College community will continue
their environmental efforts She
said the sorority will continue to
do their part.
"For Earth Day we are coordinating information and are going to have a table on recycling,
w e a r e g o i n g t o be
knowledgeable in all aspects of
recycling it

Debate team travels to Wheaton
t h e Hope College Forensic
Aaaodation Debate Team opened
its Mason with participation in
the Wheaton College (IL) Novice
Invitational Sept. 38 and 28. Four
first year debaters represented
Hope. All Clay (•*> and Chaquita Walton CM) entered the
tournament as a "special team"
debating both sides of the fall
"imeater resolution. Corrie
stenberger CM) and Frances
illans ( 8 2 ) competed aix
"""fc on the affirmative side
Vance travellWwith the
as an observer.
The Fall Cross

Debate Association (CEDA)
topic debated at the tournament
is "Resolved: that government
ceoaonhip of public artistic ex
preaakn is an undesirable infringement on individual rights."
The Hope students affirmed that
limiting access to artistic works
by dosing exhibits (as was done
to the Mapplethorpe show in Cindnnatti) infringes on both the artist's right to expression and the
viewer's right to participate in
artistic expression.
Hie next event for the HCFA is
the Miami University (OH) tournament October 18 and 20.
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X-ray machine aids chem research, teaching
by Sunni Tenhor
staff writer
The chemistry department is
now using their newly purchased
X-ray Crystallography machine,
fiope College is one of only about
three or four undergraduate
schools in the nation that have
this piece of equipment.
According to Dr. Mike Silver,
the X-ray Crystallography
machine is used to determine
molecular structure and is very
i m p o r t a n t for c h e m i c a l
research.
Besides research done by
students in upper level courses,
the machine will be used to test
samples sent in from other
u n d e r g r a d u a t e schools. The
maschine will also be used for
teaching purposes for Hope
students.
A week long workshop was
held this summer from Aug. 8 to
Aug. 14 to initiate the new
machine. It was attended by 29
professors and students from
undergraduate schools
throughout the nation from

Maine to C a l i f o r n i a .
The
workshop ws sponsored by the
Dow Chemical Company Foundation and the Pew Midstates
Science Consortium.
Hope student Jon O'Brien ('91)
assisted in building the facility
and also attended the workshop.
According to Dr. Silver, O'Brien
is perhaps the only or one of the
few undergraduate students in
the nation who is competent in Xray Crystallography.

T m getting
experience that most
graduates and
professors can't get
their hands on.1
Jon O'Brien ( 91)
"I'm getting experience that
most graduates and professors
can't get their hands on," said
O'Brien.
Silver says that the total investment put into the machine is
approximately $100f000. Most of
the other costs were donated by
such companies as the Dow

Chemical Company and the Pew
Midstates Science Consortium. If
Hope CoUege had bought the
whole machine brand new, the
costs would have soared up to
about a quarter of a million
dollars.
Most of the machine was made
from refurbishing older equipm e n t , s o m e of which was
donated. Dr. Silver said there are
two main reasons for this. The
first reason is simply machines
aren't made like they used to be.
"This older machine is extremely well engineered," said
Silver.
The second reason for purchasing an older machine is that a
new machine tends to be only
good for research but is poortly
designed for teaching. The new
sophisticated models have minicomputers that do everything at
the push of a button.
The older machine has user
responsibilities as well as being
computer interfaced. This allows
students to do the procedures by
hand, helping them learn how it
works.

Cabinet members miss some
interviews with candidates

Congress
Continued from Page 1
"He said, 'We decided to go
with the guy' and I guess my
mouth dropped because he said,
'I'm sorry if it bummed you out.'
" B r e e n said.
Kuiper and Breen each recounted that Miklosi told them
that a good point had come up in
that Phelps is a coed dorm, so by
choosing a male, Congress would
get a better perspective on the
Phelps guys' points of view.
Breen disagreed. "I see (the
Phelps men). It's not like I can't
go down to their floor and they
can't come up." She also said she
sees them in the TV room, computer room and lounge.
Polaski said she went down
and went door to door talking to
the men about what they wanted
their representative to do before
she went to her interview.
"I think it's important for so-

A p r a y e r vigil w a s held In t h e P i n e G r o v e last S u n d a y
to aid In t h e effort toward world p ^ a c e . Photo by Rich
Blair

meone who's going to represent a
dorm to talk to the people who
live in the dorm," Polaski said.
According to Congress' constitution, when a representative
resigns, the next highest votegetter joins Congress. Since only
two candidates had run originally, the vice-president was in

leadership potential," Votava
said. "I thought Scott had the
brightest future."

The fourth candidate for the
position, Amy Somers, said
Miklosi told her that the reason
she wasn't picked was "that
everyone did a good job, but the
one they picked was the best one
for the job." Gender was not
mentioned to her.
1 was looking out for
"I wasn't that upset that he
future leadership
won," Somers said, "But I don't
think it's fair if (the gender and
potential/
4
age issues) are the reasons" for
Brad Votava ( 92)
Gilmore's appointment.
Congress m e m b e r Heather
Shoup ('91) said about Gilmore's
charge of calling for petitions.
The Cabinet then decides who to appointment, "I believe it was
appoint, but their decision is sub- for leadership qualities and age
ject to the entire Congress's ap- was a factor. Tliey said the sex
wasn't the relative part...I also
proval.
Votava explained what he was think the (gender) factor is going
looking for in the four can- to be blown out of proportion."
Gilmore was unavailable for
didates.
"I was looking out for future comment.
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Jim Monnett
co-editor
During the interview process
for a Phelps representative, all
three cabinet members did not
attend all the interviews.
Lori Polaski (494) and Scott
Gilmore ('94) had all three
members at theirs, Amy Somers
('93) had one come late and one
leave near the end, and Kim
Breen ('93) had only President
Brad Votava ('92) and Vice
President Joe Miklosi ('92).
Breen said Votava told her
when she got to the interview
that Comptroller J a m e s O'Neal
"had a class at 3 or 3:30" p.m.,
even though the meeting was at
4:30 p.m. She said as she sat
there, Votava took a call from
O'Neal to look up an address, and
Votava didn't mention the interview to O'Neal.
"I didn't really care about his

not being there, t didn't think
he'd have such a big sway in the
decision," Breen said.
Miklosi said that in the post
interview m e e t i n g with all
members of the cabinet, "1 initially wanted Kim (Breen). I
thoght she could do a better job.
He thought Brad was also tending toward Breen at the time
Then O'Neal arrived at about S
p.m. and wanted Gilmore.
O'Neal said he thought he
could make a judgement about
Breen because he had been on
the committee that had interviewed her for the Judicial
Board. He said he got a "feel for
the overall person" there.
Contrary to what Miklosi
thought, Votava said he was
leaning toward Gilmore at that
meeting. All three, he said, talkn
ed it over and decided to support
Gilmore.
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More News
Meeting opens communication
lines for residents and students
by Hope Oscar
staff writer
The lines of communication
between the Hope College
students and the residents of the
community surrounding the
Hope Campus were opened at the
Neighborhood Meeting held to
resolve the complaints about student caused disturbances in the
off campus neighborhoods

care. They're being sent to college by their parents. If they saw
how their kids were acting, they
wouldn't be sending any money
Neighborhood resident Bazan
who is enthusiastic about increased communication said.
•'After this meeting. 1 like the
students a little better. Anyone
on my block, I would like to talk
to and get acquainted with
The audience reaction to the
suggestion of communication
was mixed. Hope Student Jodi
Nienhuis said, "There are a lot of
angry people in the community
There are also a significant

disrespectful to Votava by talking during his speech. Another
student said to the neighborhood
residents, "When Brad Votava
asked for communication, he
was laughed at. We have not
laughed at you.M
Some Holland residents stated
that the students were not the only source of problems, but some
of the neighbors caused trouble.
Bazan said. "I don't hold any
complaints of the students.
There are a lot of other families
on this block that do more than
the college students.''
The Neighborhood Meeting

'Hie meeting began with a
short speech from each panelist
followed by a question and
answer period when members of
the audience addressed questions to the panel or made a personal statement. The members
After the meeting, I like the students a little
of the panel were Director of
better. Anyone on my block, I would like to
Public Relations Tom Renner.
Vice President for Business and talk to and get acquainted with.'
- J o d i Neinhuis
Finance Bill Anderson, Chief of
Police Charles Lindstrom. Student Congress President Brad
amount of people from the com- was an opportunity for the
Votava, Dean of Students
munity interested in com- Holland residents and College
R i c h a r d F r o s t , and
municating. They're willing to Students to vent their anger and
Neighborhood Liaison Sue
hear the other side of the issue.
communicate and compromise
Harder.
Resident Director Tod Oirgino
Another issue debated at the
Votava addressed the key issue Neighborhood Meeting was said, "It was a good start. I don't
of communication when he said, respect. The residents indicated think much was accomplished,
• " n * best way to deal with the that they wanted the students to but at least they torn go from
there." Holland Resident Worproblem is opening the channels be more considerate
Holland
of r o m m u n i c a t i o n . If the resident Baine said, "The kids thington said of /the meeting,
'They didn't have fenough time. I
students want to hold a party, need to have more respect for
they should let their neighbors their n e i g h b o r s . " Another don't think they sided with the
know ahead of time We would Holland resident added. "If you college because of the money "
Holland resident Bazan said
like the neighbors to confront the want to be treated like adults, act
students directly rather than go like adults Grow up, you're not she learned to respect her
neighbors more and now she is
to the police. We need to work little kids "
more aware that the students are
together to make it better, not
The students also wanted adults and should not be called
harbor hostility."
Neighborhood resident
respect
from their neighbors. kids.
Some a u d i e n c e m e m b e r s
laughed during Votava s speech. Votava asked the residents to not Baine said that the biggest acHolland resident Worthington categorize the students as all complishment of the meeting
said, '"Hiey should make the ef- bad. CoUege Student Neinhuis was the students having more
fort to talk to us They don't felt many of the residents were respect for their neighbors

Hope develops degree-related minority aic
by R y c h a r d
staff writer

Bouwens

A new scholarship became
available to minority students
this year because of discussions
between the University of
Michigan and Hope College.
Administrators have planned
to issue the Biomedical Scholarship, a $6000 four year renewable
scholarship, each year to one
g i f t e d m i n o r i t y who
demonstrates financial need.
Phyllis Hooyman. the Director of
Financial Aid, also says the recipient needs to be "a very highly
talented student, who shows interest in going into medicine."
She emphasizes, however, the
necessity of a demonstrated
financial need.
Adbiimstra tors planned to funnel thftse students into the

University of Michigan graduate
school, but the administrators
haven't resolved those details
yet.
The Biomedical Scholarship
joins the Chrysler Minority
Scholarship as the two nonendowed. need based scholarships designated for minority
students. A student who receives
the Chrysler Minority Scholarship must be m a j o r i n g in
business a d m i n i s t r a t i o n or
education. The Chrysler Minority Scholarship, worth $2500 per
year, hinges upon a definite
financial need. A grant to the
Michigan College's Foundation
from Chrysler Corporation Fund
provides the funds for this
scholarship.
Hooyman says that Hope's
financial need policy has always
been an individual-based policy.

"We review each cas individually. and try to be sensitive to each
family's need, but each student is
reviewed in context of their
demonstrated financial need "
C o n c e r n i n g the f u t u r e ,
Hooyman says the department
looks intently at any creative
proposals. Furthermore. Hope's
a f f i l i a t i o n w i t h t h e RCA
( R e f o r m e d C h u r c h e s of
America) invokes an additional
concern for aid to minorities.
"The RCA," says Hooyman,
"has communicated very clearly
to all its colleges that initiatives
should be undertaken to encourage minority students to
become involve in higher education, and as a RCA college we
certainly want to echo the

church's coDcerns.'*

Local News
Forums offer MBA information
Princeton, NJ)-Ten thousand prospective MBA s are expected to
attend MBA Forums this Fall. They will receive firsthand mformaion about Master of Business Administration (MBA > degn-es from
representatives of 165 national and international schools
Sponsored by the Graduate Management Admission Council
GMAC), the MBA Forums have the twofold purpose of helping individuals to determine whether the MBA degree would be usefuJ to
Ihem and. if so. to identify the schools that will best fit their needs
Workshops on admissions procedures, curricula, career planning,
and job search strategies will be available in addition to the general
r
orums sessions. Educational and career experts will make panel
)resentations and answer questions from attendees The closest
orum for Hope Students will be held in Chicago, Oct. 12 and 13. at
the Congress Hotel.
The Forum will last from 2-6 p.m. on Friday and l(M p m. on
Saturday. The daily registration fee, which covers all events, is $5
)ayable at the door.
For further information, write to National Director of MBA
Forums, P. O. Box 6106, N.J. 08541-6106 or call 800-537-79^2

Sociology department proposes
Gifted and Talented grant
According to Roger Nemeth, professor of Sociology, the Sociology
Department may be holding a summer institute for the gifted and
talented during the summer of 1991. They have applied for a grant
from the Department of Education. Nemeth is hoping to hear by
December if they are going to receive funding During the summer
of 1989 Hope hosted such an institute.

Joint Archives expands hours
(HOPE) - The Joint Archives of Holland, the area s history
research center, has expanded the hours it is open for research
The Archives is now open from 1 to 5 p.m. Monday through Saturday. In addition, patrons may visit the Archives in the morning by
making an appointment with the staff. The new hours will be m effect until next summer.
Archives are a place in which historically vaulable items made of
paper are stored. Such items include letters, diaries, photographs,
newspapers and a wide variety of manuscripts and printed
materials The public is encouraged to call the Joint Archives at
394-7796 when investigating any aspect of the area's past or to visit
the Archives' research area, where the staff can assist personally.
The Joint Archives of Holland is the union of the historical paper
materials of the Holland Historical Trust, Hope College and
Western Theological Seminary and is located on the ground floor of
the Van Wylen Library on the Hope College campus

Student athletes attend antidrup and anti-alcohol workshop
The first drug and alcohol
workshop of the 1990-91 school
year was held on September 5,
1990 in Dimnent Chapel. All student athletes were required to attend
The workshop dealt with confronting friends with a drug or
alcohol problem. Presented by

Davis Dye of the Hosier Fonda

tion. the teams worked to solve
some of these problems of how to
handle different situations.
The focus of the program is
concentrated on making the right
decisions and the process of mak
ing these decisions

Consulting partners to lecture
The Communication and
Political Science Departments
will host Tom Page and Rob
Pocock, partners in Campaign
Associates, a consulting firm
specializing in political, education and public relations campaigns, at a colloquium Thursday, Oct. 4 at 7:00 in the

Page and Pocock will discuss
their collective experience u
managing campaigns for boui

candidates and ballot issues
Clips from media spots will 06
shown and aired.
F o r m o r e information, contac

Sandy Alspach of the Communication Department a
X7594
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Liberal arts education offers depth
and breadth says Hope administrators
by Amy Giles
staff writer

of the utmost importance in the
21st c e n t u r y c a r e e r , " said
Nyenhuis.
"There isn't a real clear defini"Hope's always concerned
tion to describe a liberal arts with preparing students for their
education, " said Dr. J a m e s Bek prospective careers," he said.
kering, vice president of admis- Nyenhuis said that originally,
sions and student life at Hope.
Hope's purpose was to prepare
P r o v o s t J a c o b N y e n h u i s students for either a teaching or
believes that there are three ministry career "The number of
distinct dimensions to obtaining c a r e e r c h o i c e s a r e m u c h
a ^liberal arts education," at broader," he said.
Hope. First. Hope strives to
Bekkering said that research
maintain an open pursuit of done in the area of liberal arts
knowledge and at the same time education versus more technical
gives students the faith to training show that each area ex
develop those pursuits.
This periences "waves of interest." at
means not only allowing students different times "There's been a
to take a broad variety of classes technical trend and then comby also providing a support munication skills were emsystem for their faith throught he phasized," he said.
chapel worship, for instance.
"When I came to Hope in 1980,
Secondly, faculty members I sensed a technical tone in
dedicate themselves not only to America, but there was still emteaching but a r e also active as phasis on liberal arts," said Bekadvisors to students and student kering. "High school students
organizations.
Finally, Hope coming here have a much
provides opportunities for learn- greater respect for the liberal
ing through participation in arts."
"At Hope there is a dual opporresearch such as the natural
science and psychology areas.
tunity in a four year period to
"Learning how to learn, asking gain depth (academic major)
and breadth (core curriculum),"
the right questions, analyzing
and expressing your true self are he said, "It's not an either or pro-

position because students have
been able to study in depth."
Bekkering thinks that the size
of Hope, classroom and studentto-teacher ratio is definitely a
draw to the incoming students.
"There is more than just the
acdemic life here," he added.
There are approximately 18
private liberal arts colleges in
Michigan as opposed tc independent colleges and universities according to Nyenhuis
Two of
these, Mercy and Mary Grove,
both near Detroit, merged with
the University of Detroit, sug
gesting that because of decreas
ed enrollments, the number of
private liberal arts colleges is on
the decline. However, Nyenhuis
said that unlike a majority of the
schools that Hope compares
itself with, whose enrollments
were down this year, Hope's
enrollment is up.
"There will always be a place
for Hope College in higher education studies and students seeking
this,"he said, "We acknowledge
the importance of faith, the excellence of faculty, the campus
facilities and its place not only to
study but also to grow."

Senior raffle aims at college gift
by Pam Schmidt
staff writer
The Senior Class Projects
Committee is hosting the Senior
Class Raffle to raise money for
the Alumni Association and to
purchase a senior class gift for
the school. The thirty-five prizes,
valued at over two thousand
dollars, will be raffled off on October 28th
Two weeks ago. all seniors
-eceived a letter from Dave
Veidink who is cfiairper^on of
the Senior Class Projects Committee Included was information about the raffle ana a pledge
card, which will allow seniors to
oiedge all or a portion of their fif'y dollar security deposit in exchange for raffle tickets, priced
at ten dollars each Seniors have
been targeted for participation in
the raffle, but it is open to
everyone.
All of the prizes were donated
by local businesses. The grand
prizes are two airline tickets, to
be raffled seperately, donated by
MTA tra\ el. Other prizes include
an office chair, a $350 gift certificate to Lokker-Rutgers, and
Reeo attache case, gift certificates for the Hatch and the
Sandpiper restaurants, movie
passes and $10 pizza coupons.
According to Dave Veidink,
this is the first year for the Senior
Raffle. Todd Schuiling, the
Regional Alumni Dirctor. came
up with the idea to increase
senior participation in the Alumni Fund.
Proceeds from the raffle will
. • V*. •J J
;a,v/

be divided in half. One half will
be directed toward the Alumni
Fund, and the remaining half
will be used to purchase a Senior
Class gift. Veidink said they hope
to raise $5000 through the raffle.
Veidink didn't know exactly
when the tradition of a Senior gift
was discontinued, only that "it's
been a while " "We thought it
would be important to leave
s o m e t h i n g to t h e s c h o o l ,
something that we can come
bacK and see ...."said Veidink
Some «ift^ from - ^ s i senior
Classes can still be seen arounu
campus ^ e stone oench outside
of Graves Hall was a gift from

the class of 1910, and the class of
1941 gave the sundial which is
near the bench.
The Alumni Fund helped make
possible for ninety percent of the
senior class to attend Hope College. Last year over $1,100,000
was contributed by alumni last
year to assist in financial aid and
operating expenses not covered
by tuition such as classroom furniture and lab equipment.
The raffle drawing will be held
Sunday. October 28at 9 PM in the
Mass Auditorium in conjunction
with a Senior (.lass Pizza Party
Pizza for he event will be
donated bv Little Caesar s.

Keith Yandell, a m e m b e r of the D e p a r t m e n t of
P h i l o s o p h y at University of W l s c o n s o n , Madison,
a d d r e s s e d a crowd of nearly fifty p e o p l e last Friday
a f t e r n o o n . The p h i l o s o p h y l e c t u r e c o n c e r n e d a proof
that God could be both g o o d a n d still let p e o p l e go to
hell. Yandell u s e d a s y s t e m a t i c a n a l y s i s for his proof
that w a s s u p p l e m e n t e d with a d i s t r i b u t e d outline. The
talk w a s the first of his series on related religious
topics. The talks a r e s c h e d u l e d for the Maas
C o n f e r e n c e R o o m . Photo by Rich Blair

KLEIZ kornER
GAME NIGHT IN
THE KLETZ
Wednesday, October 3
S.-OO p.m.- 11:00 p.m.

Students aitend Pow Wow
• HOPE) -- Nine Hope students
attenaed the 29th annual Grand
River Tribal Council Pow Wow
didecated to Mother E a r t h
A Pow Wow is a time of gathering for Native American tribes.
This event was held Sept. 8 and 9
in Grand Rapids.
Representatives from several
tribes wore authentic costumes,
demonstrated dances and singing, hosted food boths and traded
and sold Indian-made arts and
crafts.
The students watched the
Grand Processional, the formal
calling together of the tribal
dancers. This ritual includes the
purification of the dancers by
smoke from sweet herbs and
grasses and the blessing of t h e
(•
'Jf.t "'J

EUCHRE - POOL FOOSEBALL
TOURNAMENTS

dancing ground by the sprinkling
of herbs

The Song of the Flag and the
Invocation completed the opening cermonies. Traditional, "fancy" and intertribal dancing continued throughout the afternoon.
Each event was preceeded by an
explanation of its place in the
culture of Native American
tribes.
A food specialty served at
several booths was "fry bread,"
a simple, flour dough deep-fat
fried then seasoned with honey.
Native craftspeople displayed Indian ware ranging from silver
and turquoise jewelrey to beaded
moccasins to furs to pottery and
woven pieces.
,V:, * V i • '
n .. ». ' r • i < 1 .
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Prizes to top 3 winrtero in each
different tournament
-

p.

•

Free Nachos & Salsa
Come have fim with your friends and
take a break in the KLETZ
v
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Faculty supports Muste sculpture
by Carrie l U p l e s
campui editor
Despite the lack of total agree
ment, the faculty voted to tend i
retohitk» supporting instailabor
of the Muste Sculpture to thi
Board of Trustees.
During last week's facult>
meeting the Board of Trustee!
rejection of the sculpture wat
discussed. Dr. Donald Cronkite
professor of biology and chair oi
the Muste Committee, addressed
the faculty. Cronkite said education is about 4'willing confronts
tion with new ideas** and it is
Very disillusioning to have the
Trustees protect you and I** from
that confrontation.
The Board of Trustees' rejec
tion of the sculpture is not acceptable "The Muste Committee is
unwilling to proceed in those
groundworks. It's our charge to
uphold the ideals of Muste/* said
Cronkite.
<r
We hope there's still room for
compromise." Cronkite said. He

eiptained that no one has ever
denied the right of the Board to
make their decision, This is not
a test.** It is "an error of judge
ment not an exercise of right that
needs to be addressed. **
P r e s i d e n t John Jacobson
responded with a prepared statement. Jacobson said reasons for
disapproval were 1) that the
sculpture is unattractive due to
the materials used in construction; 2) the sculpture would
detract from the library setting;
and 3) the sculpture would be a
distraction to students studying
in the alcove.
Jacobson said, "I recommended that the Board accept the
sculpture on a temporary basis.**
He said forebearence is essential
in these matters. "My suggestion is that the sculpture be installed in that part of DePree
given for such displays, " said
Jacobson.
At that point the floor was
opened for discussion.
Les

Beach, professor of psychology,
presented a two part resolution
supporting the Campus Arts
Committee*s recommendation of
the sculpture and commending
the Muste Commmittee for their
action.
John Cox, professor of English,
proposed the resolution be
amended to specify the sculpture
be installed in the Muste Alcove
in VanWylen Library not in
DePree. Tbt amendment passed
unanimously.
Ute way to dislike the
sculpture is not to censor it,"
said Jane Dickie, professor of
psychology. "It bothen me that
the Board of Trustees doesn't
want discussion," she said.
Without discussion we have no
liberal arts and Hope is supposed
to be a liberal arts institution explained Dickie.
Jacobson called for a vote and
the resolution passed a vote of
a c c l a m a t i o n and w i l l be
presented to the Board of
Trustees at their next meeting.

Minority counselor focuses on follow-up
by Pam Lundberg
feature editor
"Hope can be positive for
(minority s t u d e n t s ) , " t a i d
Yolaoda Detooo. Hope's new
minority admissions counselor.
She was hired to increase the
popuiaboo of African-Americans
and Hispanks oo Hope's campus. Her )ob is recruitment with
a focus oo students of color.
Deleoo graduated in 1988 with
a BA in Spanish and a minor in
English Since she is of Spanish
descent, she is qualified for this
posiboc
When Deleoo was at Hope, ber

experience was. for tbe most
part, positive. Therefore, Deleoo
said she is "excited to be working
with students of color with a goal
of higher education."
Her pi*n« for success focus
mainly on visitations to high
schools with large minority
populaboos
The admissions
department will also go on team
visits so that not only a Hispanic
counselor will be there.
One thing Deleoo is especially
excited about are the follow-up
visits. She plans on meeting with
students and parents.
"Most studenU are flrstgeneraUon college students-

that's why it's important to
spend with the parents," she
said. She hopes this will make
the transiboo easier to college
life.
Deleoo stressed how she feels
that "spending a lot of time with
families and making sure the
students f e d comfortable." is of
the utmost importance.
Deleoo had been working in tbe
Student Development Office for
t w o y e a r s as a n i n t e r n
multicultural counselor with A1
Gonzalez when the position open
ed up. She was hired in June of
last year Deleoo had taught in
Holland schools for two years

Gift of $5,000 to enhance Hope multi-cultural life

ALCOHOLISM
affects not only the drinker but also those
living with him/her. Another group for Adult
Children of Alcoholics (ACOA's) is being
formed. If you need to talk with others in a
confidential and trusting setting, call Darell
at the Counseling Center - EXT 7945

b e l i e r?
A Free

Trial

T h u r s d a y , Oct.
5:00-7:00 p.m.

iHOPE^ - Hope College
graduate William C. Van Faasen
earned his recent dona boo to the
college in a rather unusual way
He won it
As a member of the four-man
twm that woo the Sprint Classic
Golf Tournament at La Quinta
Golf Resort in Pahn Springs.
Calif in May, Van Faasen
received $10,000 from US Sprint
for donation to charity. A 1970
Hope graduate, he d n s e to give
half the money to Hope CoUege
and half to a Detroit area
children's organisation.
He has asked that his gift to
Hope be used to assist tbe college
in
its multi-cultural
preaence Van Faasen assisted
the college during its "Hope in
the
a cwnmittnf

that

chairman and chief executive of
United Telecommunicabons of
US Sprint.
US Sprint is a unit of United
Telecommunicatkns Company
Inc., a diversified international
telecommunicatins company
beadquatered in Kansas City.
Mo

20^ Discoun; ^ all
eyeglasses ordered -.nis day!
Our Represemai^e from
Neosiyle Eyewear ^ili be in
our office to join c-r siaff in
presenting the .aiesi in
eyewear fasn;or.> and
sunw ear

All Sunglasses 20%-Wk
in

When:

11

October

T h u r s d a y . Oct. 11
2:00^:00 p.m.

R.S.V.P.: Please call 396-6943
Bring your friends!
where;

E y e w e a r

P l u s ,

I n c .

Dr.6traMW.IUIk
456 E. 16tk St., Hollaad
Eya Examinations Available

^

Jj

lj

I
I/

24-Hour Telephone Counseling
and Referral Service
Are You Interested In ...

V ^

multi-cultural issues
Sprint donated a total of
$100,000 through 16 participants
in the tournament
"Our company has a kmg, proud history of responsible support
of worthy causes, and the Sprint
Qasic tournament enhances this
tradition," said William Esrey.

Students

E y e w e a r F r a m e Show
P e r s o n a l i z e d . Spc^.i. Jusi
for Vou

Pair!

Come
to an Open House
and open your eyes to the
conve nience
and
comfort
of ACUVUE
Disposable
Contact
Lenses.
If they're
right for you.
we'll
give
vou a free trial pair
ACUVUE
The
First
Disposable
Contact
Lens
Johnson&.
Johnson
(Also
available
in Daily
*ear')
When:

Hope
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Whai Can Make A C U V U E
D i s p o s a b l e L e n s e s even

RELATED EXPERIENCE"

O b t a i n i n g COLLEGE C R E D d t h r o u g h
L
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R e w a r d i n g s e r v c e t o y o u r comm n ^ *

Join VICTORY 90!
HOW?:
Be a Hope College Republican
WHEN?: Mondays 9:30 p.m.
WHERE?: Otte Room in Phelps Hall
Learn bow vou can

MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE REOURED
TRAINING IS PROVOEO.
EVENING SESSIONS NOW AVAILABLE
For Mone Irtormation Call..
w:-help
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Statistics suggests national
greek membership declining mc. vfi&sivzof
by B. J. Hoeptner
(CPS) - After a decade of
quick growth, fraternity and
sorority membership nationwide
may be leveling off or even
declining, early fall statistics
suggest.
Greek members themselves
blame the trend on an overall
decline in college enrollments, on
bad publicity and on strict new
policies limiting student drinking
and hazing.
"I'm told it (tbe number of
students rushing) was down all
across the country," said
Evelyne Bennett, of Panhellic
Association at the University of
Texas, where 300 fewer women
participated in rush this year
than last.
Fraternities at the school also
had a slow rush. "I think we're
right at the same level, maybe a
few leas" members than in (all,
1909, said Dan Medlin, head of
UT's Interfraternity Council.
At the University of Arizonia,
230 fewer men and 400 fewer
women rushed this fall.
Nancy Vanderpool, soroity adviser at Oregon State University,
said a cap tbe OSU administration put on admissions to the
school kept fraternity and soroity
numbers at the same level as last
year.
Tbe University of Carolina's
rush was also hurt by lower student enrollment, reported Amy
Brewer, secretary for USC's
Panhellic Association.
Reliable national statstics for
1990-91 won't be out for a while.
The National Interfraternity
Council's (NIC) census normally
is released in tbe spring. Its
sorority conterpart. The National Panhellenic Society
(NPS), collects figures only biannually.
Some of the numbers indicate

membership started to fall off
last year.
Fraternity membership grew
3.5 percent from 19e&-89 to the
1989-90 school year, reports
Johnathon Brant, the NIC's executive director.
By contrast, annual increases
earlier in the decade ranged
from 6 percent to 10 percent. Tbe
NPS found soroity membership
grew by 800,00 people from 1977
to 1989.
For the moment, however,
greek recruiters on many campuses were disappointed by tbe
turnouts for fall rush, wben prospective members tour their
houses, and the fraternities and
sororities decide whom to invite
to join. Greek advocates cite a
variety of reasons.
"We're turning some people off
for a good reason," maintained
Brant of the NIC, baaed in Indianapolis.
Brant, long a campaigner
against hiring and drinking,
speculated tbe anti-basing
regulations adopted by many
fraternitiee may be helping to
weed out troublemakers.
"Soroities are really working
on (their campus images),
especially as far as hazing and
alcohol (go)," affirmed Becky
M i t c h e l l of tbe N a t i o n a l
Panhellic Society, also based in
Indianapolis.
Their images have been sullied
by a seemingly constant series of
fighting, drinking, physical injury, sexual harrassment and
racial incidents in recent years.
Greeks at Santa Clara, West
Texas State, Mankato State and
Stanford universities, and at the
universities of Colorado and
Georgia and West Virginia Col
lege, among others, have been officially punished for fratenity
misbehaviors during the past
year.

Mortar Board recognizes
top academic students

by Joe Martin
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WHERE DID YOU HAVE IT DONE?
ADVENTURA STUDIO.
THEY DO GREAT HAIR, EXCELLENT SERVICE,
0

AWESOME ATMOSPERE. GO CHECK IT OUT.
CALL THEM TODAY!

BASIC CUTS START AT $ 8 . 7 5 UNBELIEVABLE!

$ 1 . 0 0 OFF

WITH SONDRA
EXP. 11-26-90
students who has raised their
grade point averages from a 3.5
to a 3.1 for example." Keating
According to Kim Duven, co- commented that this is done at
president of Mortar Board at tbe groups' annual "Wearing of
Hope CoUege, tbe group is the Bhie," breakfast.
Duven said an arts excellence
designed to provide academic
recognition for students. "Mor- recognition program and hosting
tar Board is a national honor multi-cultural talks are other
society for college seniors," she scholarshiporiented projects the
group would like to initiate.
said.
Keating said tbe service area
Duven, along with co-president
also
brings with it many ideas.
Brett Keating, said Mortar
Board also recognizes leadership Those include holiday charity
THOUGHTFUL HAIR CARE
and service akng with scholar- drives. Habitat for Humanity
ship. Along thoae lines, Keating (low cost housing) work and
WE MAKE IT EASIER FOR YOU TO LOOK GOOD.
also said the group of 34 seniors planting trees aa part of an ongohopes to work on projects in all ing commitment to environmental awareneas by the group.
208 SOUTH RIVER AVE.. DOWNTOWN HOLLAND
three areas.
Mortar Board members are
"We would like to recognize
professors and students at Hope, chosen their junior year and
as well as in the community," be become active in tbe group their
Rniar^PALLMfTX5^-NEXi*-R£iKi^PAiJLMJTa«ix-NEXu^R£i*it-PAiJLMrrcwLL-NEXi*-Rnicf*-P/
laid, "We also hope to repognizfr. jKnipr. year Duven said..
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staff writer
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Intentional or not,
decisions based on
gender are sexist
The appointment of Scott Gilmore to Student Congress by the Congress cabinet must raise some serious questions about the cabinet s
conduct Whether or not intentional, the cabinet acted in a sexist
manner when gender-by the cabinet s own admission-was discussed during the post-interview cabinet meeting
Gilmore was picked from four candidates, three of which were
women Ordinarily, this should have no relevance to the interview
process, but all three cabinet members admit that they considered
gender as a factor in the decision-making process.
It should be noted that it is doubtful that sexual discrimination
was intended by the cabinet But whether or not the motive was
there, differentiating candidates in this manner is at least sexist
Members of the cabinet agreed that the idea of getting a male
perspective for the dorm was a good idea
But what does this argument really mean 0 First, it stereotypes
all Phelps men as having the same "male perspective."
Sociologists and social psychologists are still divided on whether
such a "male perspective" even exists What is known is that men
and women are much more similar than dissimilar
TTiis "male perspective" issue also suggests that women are
somehow limited in their ability to talk to the men who live in the
same dorm On the other hand, either a male or female might not
interact with the other sex for reasons ranging from shyness to arrogance.
Finally, and most importantly, what does the need for a male in a
coed dorm say about this choice in regard to the general elections?
Within the election system at Hope, residents of coed facilities do
not choose to vote for a male and a female because they are voting
for more that one candidate out of a list of candidates.
In the case of Phelps, both male and female residents elected two
women the first time. Why, then, did the cabinet members feel the
male residents of Phelps were not adequately represented? No ooe
00 the cabinet lives in Phelps to sense this and no ooe indicated that
they had received complaints about the two women representatives
Why should gender have even entered a conversation about selec
ting a replacement representative?
Also, in the post-interview meeting, both Vice President Joe
Miklosi and President Brad Votava mentioned in separate inter
views that the Congress break-<iown figure they worked with was 19
females to six males
Since this discussion was held after the first Congress meeting,
|didn't anyone doubt the veracity of the figure, especially since the
1 actual figure, according to Miklosi (when he looked it up), was 13
I females to 12 males 0 Where did the 19 to 6 figure come from 0
Miklosi said O'Neal brought it up. but O'Neal said he didn't really
remember. "I might have brought (the gender issue up)," he said.
Additionally, how fair could the selection process have been if not
all cabinet members attended all the interviews 0 O'Neal missed
Breen's interview entirely and Votava didn't even mention it to him
though the two had a phone conversation during Breen's interview.
While no one but the three Cabinet members knows for sure what
criteria were used to choose a new Phelps representative, logic and
their own statements indicate that sexism was involved.
Of course, all three deny they based their decision on gender, but
sexism is typically not an overt action. It's the hidden agenda or a
subervise element in the criteria
It is hoped that the college community, the Student Congress
which approved the recommendation and especially the members
of the cabinet will reflect oo this issue and its significance for a
liberal arts college that seems to be perpetuating, in this case at
least, the same old stereotypes.
In the end. however, the burden should be borne by the three
members of the Student Congress cabinet. They, whether or not intentionally. introduced sexism into a purportedly fair and representative system
Certainly the student body deserves better conduct from its
elected cabinet members
.v v
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Letter to the Editor
Decision on sculpture food for thought
Dear Editors
The food for thought the
students on Hope's Campus taste
has been mashed, ground-up.
and pureed into the consistency
of Gerber Strained Peas By contiuning to let Hope College make
even- little decision for us. the
student body is becoming very
malnourished
We c a n i l l u s t r a t e t h i s
metaphor by citing examples
ranging from parietals, to drinking by those of legal drinking
age. to the decision of whether to
live on or off campus, to standard
classroom politics. Unfortunately. there isn't enough space to list
and discuss them all here
However, one case-in-point 1
would like to discuss in the Board
of Trustees' recent rejection of
the installation of the new A J.

rwr\ i

Hof*- Coiitpp

Musty Sculpture in our library
Apparently, the sculpture has
been unconditionally rejected by
our Board of Trustees' Buildings
and Grounds Committee, after
we spent the money granted to us
by the A.J. Muste Foundation of
New York, and after it has been
twice approved by our Campus
Arts Committee. The question, it
seems, is one of the aesthetics
Or is it 0
Although the sculpture issue,
itself, is relatively "unimportant," it is symptomatic of a
much larger, very important
issue on campus: that of student
decision-making.
When the
Board also rejects a proposal to
temporarily install the sculpture
on our library to encourage student input, the implication is that
either the students are incapable
of making decisions (even

—
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Student Congress focuses on the
renovated Kletz and recycling

Gay, Lesbian Student Union offers support
Dear Editor:

Greetings from Student Congress. This letter is the first of a
bi-weekly series that can inform
you more about Student Congress and its role on Hope's campus. There will be two or three
topics of discussion in each letter. Today, these topics are the
Kletz and recycling.
Recently, as most of you know

CONGRESS
CORNER
the Kletz received a face lift at
the cost of a p p r o x i m a t e l y
$150,000. This change was intended to produce a more social
atmosphere as well as an identifiable student union.
Realistically, this new look may
take time to be accepted by the
students but the long term
benefits could be very promising.
Currently, all Hope students who
have earned 90 credits are allowed to use their Phelps ID in the
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Kletz for selected meals. This
priviledge may be extended to
students with Junior credit
status. Also, keep an eye out for
some possible new g a m e s
besides the pool tables and
foosball machine. Soon there
will be an attendant to control the
CD and TV sound system at
night. So, if you haven't seen or
used the Kletz this year, be sure
to stop by and check it out.
At the last Student Congress
meeting a recycling committee
was formed to help solve the
recycling problem and to utilize
the resources available at Hope
Student Congress would like to
work along side with the Environmental Issues Organization
or any other organization interested in developing a campus
wide recycling program. With
enough student support recycling
could be a simple and effective
service.
Thanks for your time. If you
ever have any concerns you
would like to share, please feel
free to utilize your student Congress representative. They were
elected to serve you. Thanks
again and have a great day.
Joe Miklosi
Your Vice-President of
Student Congress

Each one of us belongs to a
community.
Our hometowns,
family systems, sport teams,
classes, jobs, and places of
residence are all forms of a type
of community to which we
belong. Within these structures
we find a sense of being, unity
and strength which helps shape
us into adults we are continually
evolving into. Now, try to imagine what it would be like if
there was a part of your life
which you could not share with
others, a part of your being
which needed to be nurtured
through a sense of community
and understanding from the
peers around you. For many gay
and lesbian youths, this is an all
too familair scene. Each one of
us as students are searching
within, trying to find just exactly
what our identity is, who we are
and what we are about to
become. Young adults experiencing an additional task of forming their sexual identity within
the context of gay life often find
soul searching painful and lonely
journey. Without a community
to share these feelings, insights
and questions, an individual is
expected to work it out on their
own, an expectation which ios unfair. That is why on Hope's cam-

pus the Gay and Lesbian Student
Union exists.
Our community is one of
understanding, nurturing and
comradery. Growing up as a gay
youth is never easy. Constant
conflicts from the outside world,
as well as within, often hinder the
progress of evolving freely into
the person you know you need to
be inorder to live a healthy and
happy life. The Gay and Lesbian
Student Union offers an environment free of conflict, free of
hinderances, in order for
members to be among peers who
can help each other grow where
pain and loneliness do not exist
and where one can simply be.
We all need a scense of being,
and for gay youths this is
especially so. The Union can provide you with that.
Confidance and privacy is a
priority. In the process of contacting the Union, no act of
44
outing" is expected of you. We
exist as a support group for one
another with the full knowledge
of how important it is to keep

one's personal life personal.
Faculty members are available
as contacts. Your meeting with
them will be in the utmost
privacy as well. If you feel nervous, it's okay. It will be a big
step for some. Just remeber,
that is what they are there for.
Many college campuses do not
provide or allow such organizations to exist on their campuses.
Hunk of how fortunate you are to
have the Union available to you.
It exists for you.
If you feel the need to belong to
such a community, contacting
one of the faculty members listed
below is the first step. Unity is
what we are ail about.
Jane Bach (English Dept.)
X7615
Wayne Boulton (Religion
Dept.) X7753
J a n e Dickie (Psychology
Dept.) X7724
Pat Roehling (Psychology
Dept.) X7732
Gerard Van Heest (Chaplain)
X7829
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Greek Week activities not just for greeks
Dear Editor .
Perhaps some have noticed the
newest rage of T-shirts on campus...not the ones worn to promote Greek Week but rather
those that mock the purpose of
Greek Week and the Greek
system itself.
The purpose of Greek Week is
to inform the campus community
about Greeks and the Greek
system. Greek council sponsors
Greek Week for the interaction of
non-Greeks with Greeks. There
seems to be a misconception of

its purpose. If ever Uie Greek
system is exclusive, it certainly
is NOT at this time. Greeks are
trying to provide activities for
the campus as a whole and NOT
just for themselves.
The Greek Week theme for 1990
is "Greek Peace". If everyone
had taken a moment to read the
list of events for the week, either
on signs or in the anchor, they
would have understood the correlation between Greek Week
and the environmental slogan
"Green Peace". There has been
a concentrated effort on the part

of the Greek Council to create
and maintain the environmental
issue, because it is an important
issue that should concern us all.
Not only are these individuals
wrongfully mocking the Greek
system, which they probably do
not understand anyway, they are
also mocking an issue of societal
importance.
Give it a chance and let it
rest!!!!
Thank you.
Names Witheld

Unprovoked verbal abuse mars afternoon
Dear Editor
This past Sunday afternoon I
was in a pretty good mood. I had
just eaten dinner in Phelps with
some friends. The sun was out
and I was enjoying my walk back
home. I was only a minute away
from my destination when my
mood was changed.
Coming down the sidewalk
next to one of t h e m e n ' s
residence halls on 13th Street, I

became the victim of a b a r r a g e

am grateful. However, since I
generally take pride in my college and the behavior of the student body, I was reallly disappointed by this incident. It also
made me angry. No one should
have to tolerate that sort of treatment. I hope that this serves to
remind people to think twice
before they speak.

of unprovoked verbal abuse. My
afternoon was marred by a group
of men with nothing better to do
than make me the target of their
boredom.
The majority of their comments were related to my gender
and they were not complimentary.
I know that this is definitely not
representative of all male Hope Sincerely,
college students, and for this I Ann Rubin

COUfGt PKS5 SfPVKa

Public Safety needs improvement
to get a business card or their
name, or an office number. They
Although the Public Safety at told me it was part of their proHope CoUege has somewhat im- motional idea to not give any
proved, it still needs a lot. Mon- names or numbers.
day afternoon, my roommate
Immediately after they left, I
and I were in our room, and there called Public Safety and told the
was a knock on the door. We receptionist of the incident. Ihe
opened the door, not knowing women on the phone sympathiswho was on the other side, ed with me but told me there was
because we don't have peep nothing they could do at the
holes.
minute because "all public safeTwo men who claimed to be
ty officers are in a meeting right
selling genuine name-brand per- now." What does it take? Sofume "factory-direct-to-me,' 1 meone getting hurt? We need to
walked right into our room.
take precautions, not only to run
After convincing them we didn't to the rescue.
want any perfume, they left.
Public Safety does well at
They had scoped the room and
night,
but they need to realize
even commented on our stereo
equipment. We felt they knew something could happen in
what was in our room and that daylight also.
the perfume was stolen. I went
back into the hall ant] attempted Sandy Frieling
Dear Editor:

October 3, 1990 '
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Letters to the Editor
Kletz funding not wise
Dear Editor:
Sitting in the newly renovated
Kletz, 1 glance around searching
for 200,000 dollars. If you read
last week's anchor article on the
Kletz. you are aware that the
renovations in the Kletz cost two
hundred thousand bucks. TWO
HUNDRED THOUSAND
BUCKS Two hundred thousand
BUCKS
So it is with much curiosity
that I sit m a sparkling gray
metalic chair trying to figure
where this money was spent. Oh,
sure, the money is here; the
gleaming new pool tables (minus
pool sticks); high-tech T.V.s
dangling from the ceiling; new
upholstery, suspended lights,
plush carpet, shiny tables, color
ful flowers, and. my personal
favorite, 'fresh contemporary
decor." Very fresh indeed
No. these changes are not bad.
and one could probably argue
that they are an improvement,
with the exception of those
T V s. blaring their annoying
message like some malfunctioning big brother
The question is twofold: one.
did the student body need (or
even want)these changes? And
two. was this the most responsible way Hope College could have
spent 200.000 bills?
To answer whether or not the
student body needed flower ar
rangements and contemporary
decor, let s go back to the old

Kletz. This trip down memory
lane conjures images of solid
functional booths and tables,
adequate lighting, clean simple
walls and one rather large T V.
The primary function of the Kletz
was a sort of "casual library,"
where students could study, chat,
eat and play video games
Amazingly, $200,000 of white
umbrellas and bothersome black
T V s later, the Kletz has been
radically transformed into a
place where students study, chat,
eat and play video games (in the
c o m p a n y of f l o w e r a r rangements).
The point is, sure, the new
Kletz is undoubtably "really
cool", more aesthetically appealing, bla bla bla, but there was
nothing wrong with the old Kletz
The pool tables are a welcome
addition, and the foosball table, if
it ever arrives, will certainly
make the Kletz more appealing
to students
But the money spent on fancy
tables, nifty carpet, etc., etc., is a
waste There are other areas in
which Hope College could have
much more wisely invested this
money
increased campus
security, grants for students in
need, volumes for VanWylen
science equipment, increased
wages for underpaid positions
such as resident assistants..
Sincerely,
Guv Chenev

Student calls for debate with respect
Dear Editors :
The hostility and spitefulness
of last week s letter surprised
me, coming as it did amidst articles calling for compromise
and communication between
faculty, administrators and college trustees and one encourag
ing students to work at the difficult task of "understanding the
lives and thought processes of
those who grew up differently
than they." When someone says
to us. "1 am not convinced..." or,
44
1 do not see
must we react
by striking out defensively at
them, or can we present our opposing view amiably? Even if
they say something in a manner
that we don't like, we have to
decide if we will respond in kind,
or in kindness. I don't believe it
is necessary to use what amounts
to an out and out personal attack

As "Lazer Taggers." we find
the article written in last week's
anchor about lazer tag a bit
disturbing. The article was erroneous in several details, some
of which simply cannot be
overlooked
Of course some of the errors
were minor For instance Lazer
Tag is not played with "luminous
laser beams." (which could be
somewhat hazardous, since
lasers can harm eyesight), but
with infra-red beams, not unlike
those used in remote controls.
These beams are not even visible, let alone luminous When we
are playing laxer tag. the
darkness of the Pine Grove remains intact Tbe only visible
lights are our LED s (not LAD's)
which are about as bright as the
"battery** light oo a walkman
Another example of misinformation in the article was not
qyite to trivial Being tbe group
imrotved in the inddent on tbe
night of Friday tbe 14th, we can
say with certainty that none of
tbe pUyen involved in tbe inddent are Praters, or involved
any other greel
Abo, tbe player «

no more ^ who was interviewed
last week was asked nothing
about greek affiliation
Associating this incident with
any greek organization can only
be the result of insufficient
research mot to attribute this error to any single person)
Yet another error was evident
in the article This one was made
by the Director of Public Safety
The officers who asked to leave
made no mention of noise Making noise during Lazer Tag is
counter-productive, since an
essential strategic aspect of the
game is silence Lazer Tag is
basically a high-tech game of
hide and seek The object of the
game is to surprise an opposing
player and shoot his target A
noisy Lazer Tag player is ineffec
tive. usually one of the first out of
the game Furthermore, they
did not offer any suggestkns of
where we should continue tbe
game (none of us had heard of
tbe "Green Area** before reading
tbe article) other than away
from tbe dorms, which implies
away from campus. Tbe Green
area, and otber non-central locations are not only inconvenient,
but potentially dangerous,
mperially for female players

has yet "survived the Pull
w o r k o u t s , " c o m p a r i n g the
strength of frosh wo;nep to
sophomore women is as valid as
comparing the strength of frosh

men to sophomore men
If students expect the faculty,
a d m i n i s t r a t o r s , and trustees
debating S a u r e r ' s sulpture to

handle their differences of opinion in a mature way. can t we
students give them a better ex
a m p l e 0 I'm not saying people
should not criticize institutions,

or even other individuals, merely
that

we

should

make

our

criticism as constructive as we
can, through suggestions ex
planations,

and

importantly-respect
other party

most

for the

Linda Warner
('91)

Hope needs to stop being so image-conscious
Dear Editors
In response to Ms. L H. Wyss
letter (anchor, September 12.
page 8^ I wish to establish
another view of the Pull and
Nvkerk. First of all. these are

Lazer Taggers respond to inaccuracies
Dear Editor

to convey one's beliefs or opinions.
Perhaps in this case, the person calling for change could have
presented some concrete suggestions how to make the Pull
(seem) less sexist. For starters,
why not make it known to
students that there is a Reverse
Pull (or "Powder-Puff Pull")
where the women are in the pits,
and the guys act as morale. The
Alumni Pull is advertised around
campus, so why not publicize the
Reverse Pull too? Real fans
know that events like these are
not the "real*'Pull or better yet
(brace yourself-radical idea approaching), why not have the
Pull teams composed of the best
10 men and women from each
class? While it's true that the
average woman's physical
strength is no match for that of
an average man. and no woman

who participate from time to
time, since most of the attacks
that have occured in the past
have taken place away from the
center of campus
Those of us who play Lazer Tag
have no desire to disturb fellow
students, and all those involved
have never heard of any complaints from either residents or
Public Safety, apart from this incident. We try to be considerate
to those who live near the Pine
Grove and other non-players in
the area This article presents
an inaccurate representation of
us. and of what we consider ar.
acceptable, unobtrusive game.

Sincerely
Keith Engwall
Mark Costner
BillLaBarge
Dirk Dykstra
Steve VanDeWal
Russ

Dittmar

the two major traditional events three hours. T H R E E Ho 11LS 1
at Hope- please don't assume 1 couldn't do it But I admin-'hose
mean "major in a condescen- who can. An a w e s o m e amount of
ding way All the events at Hope effort goes into i t - a team effortt r a n s c e n d s genderare pretty special, but Pull and one that
Nykerkareamong the top five as related stereotypes
Secondly, Nykerk is a ^hole
far as participation and attendance to say the very least I am other world. I have no ioubts
notmaking a personal attack on r e g a r d i n g m e n ' s abilities as
Ms. LH. Wyss" opinion-I am orators, vocalists, or actors
And, I applaud the idea of men
merely expressing my own
I am a sophomore (ODD
YEAR 93) and "went out for'
Pull last fall 1 didn't make the
team as a morale woman, but I
maintained, or tried to. the attitude that I was just as much an
integral part of Pull as those who
were lucky enough to have made
the team It was tough going
through one and a half weeks of
training, only to be "cut " But
my spirit didn't die I still believed in my classmates Ilongedtr
be flat on my stomach yelling in
some puller s face, but I
discovered I could scream just as
much encouragement from the
sidelines. What I think needs to
be made clearer aoout the whole
"Integratior' idea is that no
woman I've met would trade
places with a puller. Pull is one
of t h e most d e m a n d m g - physically, mentally, and
emotionally-affairs I've ever
had the pleasure of experiencing,
even though 1 was the audience
rather than a participant.
I
agree that "making these events
(Pull, Nykerk) equal to the sexes
would (not) ruin the traditions,**
and yet 1 can t begin to IMAGINE myself in a pit:
feet
planted against a board, legs entwined with a 3-inch rope, hands
raw-desperately hanging qq myf
heaving from my very soul for

joining the women 'Sone
But I'd certainly miss the whole
concept of a m a l e s encouragement. T h e r e ' s nothing quite like
flowers, balloons, door decorations, and the emotional support
a morale m a n can p r e v i a Not
everyone h a s Tom Cruis'
singing " Y o u ' v e Lost That Lxnmg
Feeling" to therr. or Thursday
night at P a r r o t s , bu: the '93
Nykerk women were serenaded
by their m o r a l e men s ou r. version. And it w a s an outstanding
p e r f o r m a n c e No. I Qo^.•, doubt
any m a n ' s ability to sing Nor do
I s u p p o r t t h e concer* that
Nykerk c l a i m s this. Nvk*^' was
created BY a m a n FOK women.
It's a s h a m e that it car t remain
that way without oft en dir. someone
Lastly, David Lettermar. wins
the a w a r d , if t h e r e is one fo r De-

ing the nerdiest night show nos:
It's 1990 and he s still stuck
behind a desk like some almighty

authoritative figure. Granted, it
is HIS program, but it's a rather
poopie one. Certainly his list"
of nerdy collges can t harm
Hope's "image.**
Since it is 1990, isn't it about

time we college "folk stop being
so dang image conscious

Sincerelv.
Michelle A Mcintosh

October 3, 1990
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Football, other things in
world just as sexist as Pull
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The horse of sexism not dead
Dear Editors
I'm sorry to have to pull the
trigger once again on this supposedly dead horse, but I'm
afraid the issue of sexism is not
one to die quietly.
Contrary to Kris Tichy's
beliefs, Laura Wyss is not the only one concerned about sexism. I
cannot argue for or against the
Pull, as I have never participated, but, from what I
understand, the morale women
go through the training with the
men, thus proving their
capabilities. I would also like to
inquire as to why only women are
able to yell calls.
As for Nykerk, 1 participated
for two years and I enjoyed it. 1
found it to be a valuable experience, but I also felt that it
was not all that it could have
been
Through tradition, we
have excluded half of the Hope

College population. Is this to say
that men would not add to the
Nykerk experience? If you think
they would not, then your thinking could stand to be revised
The point I am trying to make
is this: when you get right down
to it,these traditions are not
about unity. They're about sex.
They don't want women on the
Pull team so that they can have
them on the morale team, and
vice versa for Nykerk. The important thing seems to be to keep
these events as they are so that
the women can continue to wait
on the men and the men can continue to wait on the women.
The issue of sexism will not be
dead until it is gone. Until we integrate men and women at Hope
College, the horse of sexism will
not die: it will lie flailing in the
blood that we have drawn from
it.
Laura Eleanor Holloway ('91)

Dear Editors:
When I wrote my first letter,I
had no intentions of becoming a
regular in this column and I still
don't, but I feel 1 need to set the
record straight about my side of
the Pull and Nykerk traditions
First off, I would like to thank
the two gentlemen who responded to the letters written on Sept.
19. Their points were well taken
and despite what one may
believe, they were received with
an open mind. I do, however,
want to respond to those letters.
To quote Mr Corey: 4 it is time
to let people express their
views..." You are entirely right,
but the impression I got from the
last paragraph of your letter
says otherwise. What am I? Am 1
not a person so that I may not express my opinion? Your letter
implied that 1 should not have
responded with my opinion, but
rather support something I do
not agree with. You slammed the
door on my right to freedom of
expression and the last time I
checked that right was still an
amendment in the Constitutionthe first one
As to my letter, I reviewed it
quite closely and I never once
said that the Pull was not sexist.
The anchor did. I had nothing to
do with the headline they chose to
put over my letter. Granted, 1 did
not say I have a problem with
this sexism, because I, personally, don't. There's a lot worse
discrimination in the world than
the Hope College Pull and
Nykerk The Pull and Nykerk are
for fun One compliments the
other
When I was speaking of this
issue with a fellow morale girl,
Ann Zomer, she brought up some
very good points that I had
overlooked.

> AMOTteriAJft/TO TEU-

The history of the Pull needs to
be considered. It originated in
1897, 93 years ago, and the purpose being if the freshmen won,
the men didn't have to wear the
required beanies anymore. Thus
the tradition began. It was
created to remove an object of
humiliation to the freshmen. By
the time the women were integrated, the Pull was for fun (or
at least that's what I was told). A
friendly competiton, one might
say.
Another thing is if a woman
were to get on the rope I can't
believe that the Pull would not be
affected. I do not mean affected
in the sense that there is a
woman present in the pit, but
rather the mentality level of the
Pull would be changed.
I don't care what a guy might
say, he would not be oblivious to
the fact a woman was on the
rope Chivalry is not entirely
dead. Ann and I believe that no
guy would pull as hard against a
woman as he would against a
man. Yes, I guess that could be
considered a flaw in society by
some, but it is there. It's the
same principle as a woman on
the football field. Maybe she has
a right to be there, but you can't
tell either of us that a guy would
tackle her with as much force as
he would another guy. He just
wouldn't. But then again no one
is going against the football
team...only the Pull is sexist,
right?
As to changing the Pull, the
originators should be the ones to
change it. Then again, I don't
think any of them are around.
The power of the tradition of both
Pull and Nykerk has been handed down class to class by the
coaches. As far as I know no
group of men or women have ap-

proached the coaches to make integration changes nor have the
coaches seen it fit to make these
changes. I realize that this statement can raise many arguments,
and I do not feel that the responsibility of these changes can lay
entirely upon the coaches. What
I am saying is that until a majority of the men or the women on
this campus want this change it
won't happen. And Mr. Anderle, I
do not feel that the change must
come from the women's side.
The men have to demand the
change as well.
I believe that these are aspects
that need to be looked at as well.
Also to jump back to my letter
quickly,I did NOT say that tradition is the sole reason the Pull
has not changed as it was implied. I simply said that tradition
has made things the way they
are. Check it out. 1 did not say it
could not change, 1 just implied
in all likelihood it would not.
In closing, when speaking with
Ann, she pointed out that in the
fall the issue
is the
Pull
and Nykerk, and in the spring it
will be pledging. Wait and see.
She's entirely right.
Sorry, one last thing. Mr. Corey, have you asked your brother
if he would want you to morale
for him? Do you think that he
would choose you, and it is a
selection proccss, for his morale
person when the other guys
would most likely have females?
I am just curious if your brother
feels the same as you. Also why
did you put me in the kitchen?
Because I'm female? No matter,
I like the heat just fine, why don't
you come in and join me?
Respectfully,
Kris Tichy ('921
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Congress looks at digital recording, tax on tapes

The priviledge of copying a
compact disc onto tape for use in
a car stereo, personal walkman
or Mboom box" is likely to be at
the center of a legislative debate
when the 102nd Congress convenes in January 1991.
Copying albums, or CD's, into
another format (tape), or the
compilation of personal favorite
single recordings on one tape will
likely become more expensive if
the music industry gets its way
and has a royalty tax passed as a
rider on the so-called DAT bill.
DAT (digital audio tape) is the
latest advance in home audio
electronics. It allows for the
sound quality of a digital compact disc to be available in a convenient cassette tape format.
The p r o b l e m is t h a t this
technology has been largely
unavailable to American consumers because the music ind u s t r y was a f r a i d of the
duplicating possibilities DAT
would allow.

make a digital copy of the copy.
A problem has arisen over the
bill, h o w e v e r , as the
Songwriter's Guild (SGA), National Music Publisher's Association (NMPA) and ASCAP formed
the Copyright Coalition to oppose
the DAT Bill. In fact, the NMPA
and SGA a r e supporting a
lawsuit against a DAT manufacturer for bringing the digital
r e c o r d i n g t e c h n o l o g y to
American consumers. The suit
appears to be a sort of bargaining chip to get a royalty tax on
blank tape and recorders added
as a rider to the DAT Bill.
This group is being opposed by
the Home Recording Rights
Coalition (HRRC) which says
U.S. C o p y r i g h t law
acknowledges the consumer's
right to t a p e p r e r e c o r d e d
material for private use. The
chairman of the HRRC, Gary
Shapiro, said that "Consumers
have been looking forward to
•(DAT, in the United States for a
long time, and there is no reason
they should be denied the right to
enjoy this new format."

This problem appeared to be
worked out when last year a compromise was reached between
hardware manufacturers and the
recording industry, producing
the DAT Bill, which is now before
Congress. The c o m p r o m i s e
stated that a person was permitted to make a DAT copy of a compact disc, but was not allowed to

The music industry, on the
other hand, fears that the ability
of DAT to produce a copy that
sounds as good or better than the
original,
will increase the amount of illegal dubbing, thus costing them
what they say will be millions of
dollars. They also point to the
new dual cassette decks with

by Bill Meengs
arts editor

high-speed dubbing capabilities
as encouraging illegal copying.
Shapiro disagreed and said
that "rather than hurt the music
business, the tape recorder has
opened up vast new markets for
everyone involved in music."
Shapiro also pointed out that the
DAT will not only be valuable to
consumers but also to musicians
who will be able to make high
quality home recordings of their
rehearsals and performances.
The music industry isn't biting
on that one, however, and is seeking some insurance through a
royalty tax. This tax would be
placed on tape recorders and
blank tapes, and would serve as a
source of revenue to the music industry to offset their losses from
the illegal dubbing.
The HRRC points to a survey
by C o n g r e s s ' O f f i c e of
Technology Assessment (OTA)
to refute this claim. The OTA
study, released in late 1989, found
there to be no evidence to confirm that home taping hurts
record sales. The study found
that nearly three out of four taping "occasions" involve taping
things other than recorded
music, such as lectures, home
m u s i c a l p e r f o r m a n c e s and
answering machine messages.
Also, 77 percent were not in
favor of manufacturing new
audio recorders so they can't
copy commercial recordings, 73
percent said they were not in

A RECENT GOVERNMENT SURVEY MEASURES
THOSE NOT IN FAVOR OF ADDED FEES ON:

82°/

BLANK AUDIOTAPES

AUDIO RECORDERS

one quarter of past-year music
purchasers heard the recording
or artist most recently purchased on a homemade tape prior to
the purchase. Over a third of
album purchasers
bought their last record with the
expectation of taping from it.
While these statistics can show
reasons for either side (after all,
The survey also found that who's going to vote for higher
most home tapes of prerecorded taxes?), it seems clear that the
music are made from the taper's royalty tax-DAT controversy is
own music collections. "Place just heating up. It will likely
shifting" is considered the most reach its boiling point in January
common reason for home taping. when the Bill is scheduled to go in
It allows a consumer to tape a CD front of Congress.
to cassette for use in a car stereo,
If you would like to voice your
walkman or portable stereos.
opinion on either side of this
The OTA also noted that home issue, the HRRC advises writing
tapers are the music industries you Congressman. If you would
best customers, and that the like more information, the HRRC
home taping stimulates album can be reached by calling
purchases. They estimate nearly 1-800-282-TAPE.

favor of selling audio recordings
that can't be copied, nearly eight
in ten were not in favor of adding
a fee on blank audiotapes to compensate copyright holders for
home taping and 79 percent
disapproved of charging a fee on
audio recoders to pay copyright
holders.

New TV musical 'Cop Rock' shoots
for comic relief, not lyric excellence
by Bill Meengs
arts and entertainment editor
In its effort to try and overtake
NBC as the number one network,
ABC has increasingly been taking risks in the programming of
their shows, the latest risk being
Stephen Boccho's "Cop Rock".
T^e idea behind this show
seems silly at first. Who in their
right mind would watch a show
about singing police officers?
Perhaps this is why the show got
s l a m m e d so m u c h d u r i n g
Arsenio, Letterman and Carson.
The problem was those who
had seen preview and exerpts
from the show ranked it one of
the best new shows to come along
in awhile. I decided to watch the
premiere of the show because its
reviews had me intrigued. Apparently I wasn't the only one
with this attitude. The first
episode garnered so much feed-

back, it was given an encore
showing, at a special time later
in the week.
The basic idea of the show is
that it is a musical about police
officers. The show is prone to
break into song at any given moment. In the first episode, the
cops make a drug raid only to
have the people they've arrested
break into a rap as they're being
led to the paddy wagon.
Later in the show, there is a
scene where the jury in a trial
becomes a church choir and
sings their guilty verdict.
Though the jury scene worked
well, it is easy to tell that Rogers
and Hammerstein did not write
the music for this show. With the
exception of the opening rap, and
the jury's verdict, many of the
songs were both lyrically and
musically weak. They sounded
childish^and thrown together.
After watching the show, some

questions still remain. I thought
that there wasn't much purpose
for the music originally, and
after watching the show, I still
don't see its point. The only purpose I see it serving is as a sort of
comic relief. This may be
necessary because the show
deals with several serious topics.
In this episode there was a
drug bust, police brutality, a
police shooting, and a mother
selling a baby on the black
market so she can support her
drug habit.
All of this adds up to make
Boccho's "Cop Rock": A) the
dumbest cop show on TV; B)
another innovative feather in
ABC's cap (the people who bring
us "Twin Peaks"); C) the most
serious musical ever written; or
D) the best new show of the year,
Actually it's probably a little of
all the choices, but it is certainly
worth another watch.
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Linda Gruenberg speaks to Hope students about her
book and how she got It published. Titled Hummer the
book represents a lengthy effort not only In writing, but
also In the effort to get It published.
Photo by

Rich Blair
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St. John to play violin at Evergreen Commons

Canadian violinist, Scott St.John, will present a GPS
concert tomorrow night at Evergreen Commons, P R
Pholo

'Pacific Heights' not
for the faint of heart
by Lance Evert
asst. photo editor
You thought you had a bad
week Be thankful you are not
Patty Palmer (Melanie Griffith)
or Drake Goodman (Matthew
44
Modine).
Pacific Heights"
centers around this unmarried
yuppie couple.
The movie 44Pacific Heights"
is so draining that you need to
breath a deep sigh of relief when
it's done. What seemed like a
three hour movie really only
lasted an hour and a half.
Palmer and Goodman decide
to buy an old Victorian house just
outside San Francisco. They intend to pay for the $750,000 house
in part by renting out the studio
and one-bedroom apartments.
The couple cuts their money
situation close but with the monthly income, they intend to make
their mortgage payments.
Carter Hayes (Michael
Keaton) rolls into town, flashes
his cash and the desperate Goodman decides to rent to him. provided his credit is good. Hayes
turns out to be a professional con?rtic* who has in extremely high
I
' }dgeof Uielaw.
.. s t h r i l l e r h a s . m o r e
suspense than Fata! Attraction

The audience keeps hoping that
Goodman will do the right thing.
His knowledge of the laws of
being a landlord are non-existent
and he shows this by harassing
his t e n a n t .
It's almost
unbelievable that someone can
lose his cool so many times when
he knows he'll get in trouble.
The writing constantly made
the audience wonder what
Hayes' intentions were. Director
John Schlesinger brought out
Daniel Pyne's writing by making
the audience cringe at the sight
of Haye s diabolical face.
The hatred for Carter Hayes
just wells up inside you. The audience feels the frustration of
Goodman as he tries to keep his
relationship and house intact.
The climax may seem a little
staged, but on the other hand it
certainly was not typical. Just
when it seemed like the audience
could relax, a new twist would
put the audience on the edge of
their seats.
The movie was easy to follow
yet intriguing and suspenseful
enough to keep you glued to your
chair with your neighbor clutching at your arm. The movie is
a must see for all suspense lovers
in the world, but U\e f a M a t '
heart should stay away.

(HOPE) - Scott St. John, In 1987 he won the Alexander
violinist, will perform through Schneider Competition, which
the Hope College Great Perfor- led to his acclaimed New York
mance Series on Thursday, Oct. 4 debut at \Veill Red ta 1 Hall in 1988
at 8 p.m at Evergreen Com
in a program in which he played
mons. 480 State St., in Holland.
both violin and viola.
The concert will be the first
His other honors include winnGreat Performance Series event ing first prize in the Young Arheld at Evergreen Commons
tists Competition of the Montreal
The events are generally held on Symphony when he was 16. first
the Hope campus, usually in the prize in an international youth
chapel
competition in Beijing, China
44
We believe the size of the and fourth prize in the 1987 Monauditorium at Evergreen Com- treal International Violin Com
mons will be much more con- petition
44
ducive to an intimate perforMr. St. John played with
mance. in the sense that the per
endearing grace and rich tone."
former and the audience will be "The New York Times" has writin much closer proximity." said ten. "With either of his two inSarah Eberhard. coordinator of struments, violin and viola, he is
the Series 44We also believe it's a distinctive musician-strong,
an effective audience outreach poised and m u s i c a l l y inopportunity-to take a perfor- telligent."
mance to the community in a difIn his native Canada last
ferent setting that perhaps will season. St John performed with
help us reach a different au- the Toronto Symphony, Montreal
dience "
Symphony, Vancouver SymPraising the Evergreen Com- phony. Quebec City Symphony.
mons staff for their cooperation Nova Scotia Orchestra and New
in p l a n n i n g t h e c o n c e r t . foundland Orchestra, and perEberhard noted that whether or formed recitals in Toronto and
not future events are scheduled Montreal. As a chamber music
at such off-campus sites will de- artist he also performs with the
pend upon the audience's reac- Academy Chamber Players in
tion to the change. She added Philadelphia and has appeared
that transportation to the concert on national tours with "Musiwill be provided for Hope cians from Marlboro." He perstudents to make attending for formed twice last season with the
them as convenient as it would be Chamber Music Society of Linif the event was held on campus.
coln Center at Alice Tully Hall in
St. John, a 20-year-old Cana- New York.
Abroad, St. John has soloed
dian. won the 1989 Young Concert
Artists International Auditions
with the Gulbenkian Orchestra in

Lisbon. Portual, the Franz Liszt
C h a m b e r O r c h s t r a , the
Hungarian Philharmonic Orchestra and the Royal Philhar
monic. He has also given recitals
in Yugoslavia, Hungary, France.
Spain and Portugal
Born in London, Ontario,
Canada, St. John began his violin
studies at age three with Richard
Lawrence, and subsequently
worked with Gerard Jarry in
Paris and with David Cerone of
the Cleveland Institute of Music.
His teachers on viola were Ralph
Aldrich of the University of
Western Ontario and Robert Vernon. principal viola of the
Cleveland Orchestra. He is cur
rently studying violin at the Cur
tis Institute of Music with Jascha
Brodsky and Arnold Steinhardt,
and chamber music with Felix
Galimir
St. John plays an Antonio
Stradivanus violin that ws made
in 1717. He ws awarded the use of
the instrument as winner of the
1988 Canada Council Competition.
Tickets for the concert may be
purchased in advance beginning
Monday, Oct. 1 at the DeWitt
Center ticket office, located at
the comer of 12th Street and Col
umbia Avenue, or reserved
beginning Oct. 1 by calling (616)
394-7890. The ticket office is open
weekdays, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Single admission tickets are $9
for senior citizens, $10 for other
adults and $5 for students. Group
discounts are available.

ACADEMY AWARD. WINNERii

"TERRIFIC! TWO THUMRS UP!"
- G e n e S.skel SISKEL & EBERT
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The rennovations are completed so
the KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE
Welcomes you
to our grand
reopening on October 8 for the
Cinema Paradiso
award-winning
film,
Cinema
will play October 8-13
Paradiso. Check out our new look,
eat FREE popcorn, and see Cinema Showtimes:
7 & 9:45 nightly
Paradiso!
Ticket Prices: $4 Adults
$3 Students, Seniorsj
& Children
The Knickerbocker Theatre

Knickerbocker

( O w n e d and O p e r a t e d by H o p e College)
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Police bust parties nationwide
itly^iny Hudson
(CPS) - The school year has
opened with a semingly unusual
number of mass arrests at campuses nationwide.
A number of private student
parties, a mainstay of the season
as collegians return to campus,
have eroded into confrontations,
sometimes violent, with police.
Big parties, sometimes spilling
outdoors from apartments and
fraternity houses, have ended in
clashes at Bowling Green State
University and at the universities of Arizona, New Mexico,
M i s s o u r i - C o l u m b i a and
Southwestern Louisiana, among
other campuses, in recent weeks.
Observers cite relatively new
drinking age limit laws and a
new campus willingness to crack
down on student drinking for tbe
increased number of confrontations.
Student say their social lives
effectively are being pushed out
of bars and sponsored campus
functions and into unsupervisd
private parties.
"There's the broadening propensity for people to go to private
residences, where they party
hard, long and noisily," said
Kevin Scully, police chief in Burlington, Vt., home of the University of Vermont campus.
<<
The bars aren't as crowded as
they used to be a couple of years
ago," observed Marty Freeman,
head of Vermont's student
association, "and every year,
residential life policies get
stricter."
"Tbe general feeling you get is
that they're moving toward a dry
campus."
Now many schools are trying
to break up, or at least regulate,
tbe private student parties, too.
Many collegians think their
"unspoken rights as college
students are being violated,"
said Felix Savino, head of a drug
and alcohol program at tbe
University of Wisconsin, where
Madison police have been busy
breaking up large private parties
this fall.

At the same time, there's "an
increased recognition of the
devastating effects of alcohol,"
said Dave Storm, president of the
Internatinal Association of Campus Law Enforcement Administrators (IACLEA), a
Connecticut-based group.
Moves to break up parties ended in tragedy at the University of
Arizona, where a campus security police officer was killed at a
fraternity party on Aug. 24, during what is usually the biggest
party weekend of the semester.
Apparantly, some women
students arrived at the party
with two uninvited male guests.
They were asked to leave, words
were exchanged, and one of them
returned with a gun. Corporal
Kevin Barleycorn was shot and
killed as he and another officer
tried to wrest the gun away.
The killing has led to an
invitation-only rule at fraternity
parties.
One day later, on Aug. 25,
University of New Mexico
(UNM) campus police, trying to
control a Lambda Ch Alpha
street party that apparently got
out of hand, arrested 14 students.
In the process, police barricaded the streets of the school's
fraternity row, brought in a
canine unit and then turned the
episode into a racial issue by first
trying to roundup students at
Alpha Phi Alpha, the only
predominantly black fraternity
in the area.
"Wben they got there, the action they took was against us,"
complained Shihunwa Crum,
head of the Black Student Union.
While UNM o f f i c i a l s investigate the incident. Campus
Police Chief Berry Cox has been
put on paid leave and students
got stiff new rules to govern
greek parties.
Elsewhere, police arrested
more than 100 people at a block
party near Bowling Green in
Ohio Sept. 7. Many students say
the Bowling Green police were
overzealous, and tbe city council
is evaluating the situation.

And at Missouri, an annual
fraternity-sorority gathering
went haywire Aug. 24. A 17-yearold youth was seriouslyinjured
when he accidentally touched
high-voltage wires on a utility
pole, but emergency personnel
trying to reach him were pelted
by beer bottles from the crowd,
which numbered between 5,000
and 10,000.
"I've noticed the tendency in
the past few years on the part of
students that it's not a question of
going out drinking, but of going
out to get smashed," says
lACLEA's Storm, who also is
head of security at Penn State.
Perversely, students may be
drinking l e s s r e s p o n s i b l y
precisely because of the new prohibitions, suggests David Hanson, a sociology professor at the
State University of New York's
Potsdam campus.
"Just telling people not to do
something makes them more
likely to do it," Hanson said.
In a 1969 study, Hanson found
that when states increased the
legal drinking age, the percentage of students drinking rose
dramatically. Similarly, Hanson
said, drinkers living in "dry"
counties tend to consume more
alcohol than drinkers living in
counties that allow liquor sales.
"Excessive drinking in uncontrolled places can lead to riot
situations," Hanson said.
To try to keep students out of
"uncontrolled places," Burlington police in early September
warned returning students they
would enforce the city's noise ordinance, which forbids loud parties after 11 p.m., and make a
point of looking for underage
drinkers. Moreover, they said
they would immediately issue
citations, not warnings, to
students they collared.
On the busy Labor Day
weekend, police issued 16 citations.
Scully himself knows students
won't stop having parties."!
don't think things will calm down
but people are acting more
civilized."

A

University of Arizona students sign up for
the fail rush. Zeta Bets Tau, the first
national fraternity to ban the piedgins
process, ssM memherehip is way jp.
CPS photo by Jason Etlon

DID YOU K N O W ...
Feodor Vassliyev's wife hud 62 kids!
A N D : HOPE COLLEGE has a place you can go to
research job outlooks and opportunities in your
field. Help with your future and much more.
Come check it out!
CAREER PLANNING A N D P L A C E M E N T
Charles R. Sligh Jr. Center

394-7950

'Human League' technopop album fizzles
Dy Bill Meengs
arts editor
Just when you thought it was
safe to turn your radio on again;
the Human League returns.
One fo tbe original techno-pop
bands, tbe Human League has
returned from a long hiatus with
their latest offering "romantic?".
Human League has always
been a kind of hit or miss outfit.
Sometimes they're good, most of
tbe time they're not.
This particular release shows
them at wbat is likely their
worst. They really could have

spared tbe effort, and ii really
wouldn't have mattered.

destroyed by some horrid lyrical
writing.
Tbe best examples of this are
The main problem is that this the songs "Mister Moon and
album is taking a sound from tbe Mister Sun", and "Soundtrack to
early 80's and tries to update it. a Generation". "Soundtrack to a
This is not to say it can't be done, GeneraUon" contains tbe lyrical
they just didn't do it with this gem "Holy Cow. You do it to me
album.
now,'The Soundtrack to a
Tbe music is tbe typical dime- Generation'." While "Mister
Moon and Mister Sun. Our life
store pop.
has only just begun. Oh Mister
There's nothing intellectually Sun and Mister Moon. Don't let
stimulating or technically dlf- this moment go too soon."
ficult here. This would be okay if
^
v j u 8 t ^ redeeming
the music was catchy, but, for
qualities here at all. The album is
the most part, this album is pret- even too slow to dance to. If
ty dead.
you're a Human League fan and
Even when there is a song that need a new album, leave this one
shows som^\ promise, . I k J r , ; and get t ^ g r M t e s t hits,
, .

WOULD YOU LIKE TO EARN MONEY WHILE
YOU ARE WORKING OR GOING TO CLASS
AND AT THE SAME TIME ESTABLISH YOUR
OWN CREDIT? # FOR A VERY LOW COST NO CREDIT CHECK & NO SECURITY
DEPOSIT YOU CAN HAVE A MASTERCARD
GUARANTEED, & MAKE MONEY AT THE
SAME TIME. * FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL OR WRITE FOR DETAILS

Joan of Arc Distribution, Inc.
1321 S.W. 16th Terr. *103
Cape Coral, Florida 33991
1-800-648-0682 or 1-813-772-4092
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Current anti-war movement finds little campus support
by Amy Hudson
(CPS) - It was going to be a show
of student opposition to the
United States' military intervention in the Middle East.
But only about 20 University of
Illinois-Champaign students
showed up to protest at the Sept.
5 rally.
The lukewarm turnout was, in
fact, typical of student anti-war
demonstrations that have been
held nationwide since President
Bush announced Operation
Desert Shield, in which he sent
40,000 U.S. troops to defend Saudi
Arabia against a possible Iraqi
invasion.
Rallies generally have been
sparsely attended and erratically held.
Student Desert Shield opponents say the vaunted campus
anti-war movement, born in the
days of Vietnam, will come to life
soon.
The issue "is whether people
will accept a military confrontation," maintained grad student

Robert Naiman, who organized
the Illinois demonstration. He
thinks it will take a while for it to
take hold.
''There wasn't anything
specifically set up for this issue,"
he noted, 'it's supply the shock
of the new. It takes a little bit of
time for people to react to the
situation."
Others attribute the anti-war
movement's slumber to students'
unwillingness to concede there
really may be a war.
"There won't be any (anti-war
protests) here unless shots are
fired," said John Doherty, student body president at Santa
Clara (Calif.) University. "I
don't think the majority of
students think there will be a
war."
He thinks students tacitly
agree with Bush.
"TTiere are very few people
who disagree with protecting
Saudi Arabia and other Arab
countries," Doherty added.
Even while student dissatisfaction with U.S. intervention in the

affairs of the Nicaraguan and El
Salvadoran governments seems
to ride high, "our actions seem to
be more justifiable in the Middle
East," said Rice University
political science Professor
Richard Stoll.
National polls do show younger
people (lJMo-29 year olds) consistently are the most critical of
U.S. policy on the issue, although
a majority still supports the
government.
The younger segment of the
population has been the group
"least supportive" of military intervention, said Leslie McAneny
of the Gallup Organization, based in New Jersey.
In a Aug. 31-Sept. 2 Gallup Poll,
68 percent of those 18-29-years
old approved of Bush's handling
of the crisis. Eighty percent of
those 30-49 approved, and 73 percent of those 50 and over endorsed the president's actions.
What's more, a smaller
percentage (68 percent) of the
younger segment approved of
sending troops than did the mid-

die age-group (81 percent) and
older people (74 percent).
Historically, younger people
are more supportive oi government actions than their older
counterparts, Stoll says.
During the course of the Vietnam War, while public support
for U.S. involvement steadily
decreased, young people actually
were more supportive of the war
that their older counterparts,
Stoll said.
"The image we have of all college kids out protesting the Vietnam War is really not an accurate picture," he said.
Stoll doesn't foresee much student opposition to Desert Shield
without "a combination of
American casualties in conjuction with a military stalemate
and a resumption of tbe draft."
Anti-war students have indeed
tried to rally support by offering
the prospect of bloodshed.
About 50 students at the
University of Colorado at
Boulder and about 300 University
of California-Berkeley students

seperately protested Aug. 30,
each with speakers casting tbe
conflict as a matter of "dying for
oil profits." They called on
Americans to solve tbe crisis by
decreasing their energy consumption.
At George Mason University in
Virginia, supporters of Lyndon
LaRouche, a frequent presidential candidate now serving a
prison term for fraud, are trying
to launch a campus anti-war
group.
At Illinois, protestors carried
signs that asked "Die for G E L ? "
and "Why Wait For the Body
Bags?"
"The U.S. saw the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait as a rare opportunity to gain a long-sought
military foothold from which to
dominate world oil production
and intimidate Iraq into abandoning its campaign to put the
control of oil production and oil
prices into the hands of tbe oilproducing nations," contended a
flier handed out by the anti-war
group.

College tuition tax to

Fennell educates about AIDS with laughter

fund public services

(CPS) - Dr. Reginald Fennell
goes to great lengths to make his
students think about AIDS.

(CPS) - In what would be the
Ination's first tax on college tuItion, the Evanston City Council
voted Sept 10 to charge students
jin the city a tax of $15 per term.
Students at Northwestern
[University, Kendall College,
jGarett Evangelical Seminary
nd S e a b u r y - W e s t e r n
logical Seminary would be
Ffected.
If the city succeeds in imposing
Ithe tax, however, students
rerywhere might soon be facing
similar taxes.
"I think we will be seeing more
it," said David Werking, head
the Unversity Communities
tucaus, a branch of the Najtional League of Cities.
The problem, he explained, is
I that college towns have to projvide police, fire, water and other
[pensive services to local cam1 puses, but that colleges, because
they are tax-exempt, don't conjtribute tax money to the towns to
Ip pay for them.
"We provide a lot of services to
[universities, but most don't give
my taxes to the community,"
Jerking said.
"We need to find sources of
;venue for those increasing
—jets."
The political opposition to such
ixes, however, is strong.
Evanston Mayor Joan Barr
is vowed to veto the measure,
md Northwestern is threatening
Ito take the city to court.
The city council approved the
leasure KK8, but hiecfe a two-

For example, the bearded Fenthirds majority to override a nell sometimes will arrive at his
veto.
Health Eduation for AIDS class
If it passes, the measure at Miami University in Ohio
makes Evanston the first com- dressed in a green dress with a
munity in the country to impose a pink hat and shoes. He will call
student tuition tax, according to himself Abiline Bertha Stinence,
the American Council on Educa- or A. B. Stinence (as in
tion and the National League of "abstinence") for short.
Cities.
"Some reports in journal arNorthwestern President Arnold Weber argued students ticles say that humor is the betcouldn't handle the extra $60 per ter way to go" when teaching
year in taxes because more than about AIDS, Fennell explained.
A number of schools recently
half already need finacial aid to
have
tried to demystify the sbuepay the $20,000 it takes to attend
the school for a year.
Weber called the tax "anti
e d u c a t i o n a l " and " a n t i
business," and said it woulc
destroy the relationship betweer
the city ant its educational institutions.
Northwestern officials say NU
brings about 500,00 vis tors a year
to the city, pumps millions o
dollars into the economy anc"
adds many cultural advantages
"They aren't very happy with
this proposal," Kendall Dean of
Students John Kelly said of hii
students. "They're being singled
out in an unfair manner."
To be fair, he said the counci
should also tax those who live in
retirement homes and church
property, both of which are currently exempt from paying property taxes. Some professors
and administrators, he added
live on university property, an<
also escape paying property
tarts'.

jet by trying to make it "fun."
A gorilla-costumed "King Condom" has toured the University
of Texas-Austin campus to show
passersby how to put a condom
on a banana. Hie State University of New York at Albany held a
"Sexuality Week" that incuded a
condom dance.
A private company caUed College Condoms sells condoms that
come in school colors at the
universities of Southern California, California at Los Angeles,
California at Santa Barbara, San
Jose University and other campuses in Arizona, Florida, Iowa
and Kansas.
At Miami of Ohio, Fennell's

students once handed out 1,000
coupons for novelty "Kiss of
Mint" and "Gold Coin" condoms
designed by Joan Scott, a Columbus grandmother who first
started decorating tbe devices to
encourage her sons to use them.
And when crossdressing isn't
enough to get his students' attention, Fennell also has held contests to see who in the class can
get a condom on a banana the
fastest.
It's all to get students to feel
more comfortable discussing
AIDS, said Fennell, who added
the class has been full almost
every semester since he started
teaching it in January 1968.
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They couldn't hear him. They couldn't s a
But he was
when they needed himM.
Even after he waypte.
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Sports
Team not doing as well this year

su

Lone likes loner sport of golf
by Hope Oscar
staff writer
The golf team is not performing as well this year after several
winning seasons Scott Lone, the
captain, said, "It's disappointing
we're getting beat this year after
we won the Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association
the last four years."
Lone said he has high hopes for
the team in the remaining mat-

get mentally ready for it and
play better as a team."
Interest in the sport came
when he began playing with his
father.
Lone was only eight
years old when he started to en
joy the game because "it was
outdoors, fun to play, and relax
ing," said Lone. Lone started
golfing competitively when he
was 13 years old. "I liked playi n g a n d h a v i n g it m e a n
something and count," com
mented Lone. Lone golfed for

4

... There is good support between the team.

ches. Lone said "We played a little better the last couple of matches. I think we can come back
and win it."
According to Lone one reason
the team is not winning as much
this year is the improvement in
the other local teams. "They got
some really good freshmen while
Hope's recruiting has gone down
a little bit."
The team will be successful if
they can regain their confidence,
added Lone. "We also need to

s

balls and putts on the putting
green. Lone said, "To get mentally into it, I think of the conditions and the w e a t h e r
"Although golf is more of an in
dividual s p o r t . " c o m m e n t e d
Lone. T h e r e is good support bet
ween the team. We get along
really well." Lone said he does
not give up even when he is havng a bad day since he does not
want to let the team down. "1 try
not to have too many bad days,"
said Lone.

We get along really well.'
- S c o t t Lone ('91)

Lake Orion High School before
coming to Hope.
Lone said to improve his game,
he p r a c t i c e s and m e n t a l l y
prepares for tournaments.
"I play better when I am able
to stay mentally into it at all
times and keep focused," said
Lone. He added that his motivation comes from "wanting to go
o u t t h e r e a n d p r o v e it
everytime."
To prepare himself before
tournaments. Lone hits range

Lone, a business major, wants
to attend graduate school or
work after graduating from Hope
College. If he attends graduate
school. Lone said, "I would like
to go to a bigger university out of
state for a new experience and a
different atmosphere."
When he is not golfing, Lone
enjoys informal activities with
his friends. His goals are to
"have a good time at school,
joy it as much as possible and
meet different people."

Scott Lone, Captain of the Hope golf team, has highl
hopes for the reamining season. P h o t o by L a n c e E v e n i

Waterpolo hosts Big Ten teams
by Rochelle Anderson
sports editor
Hope's waterp( o team hosted
a tournament c c the Kresge
Natatonum last Saturday in-

kickout occurs in which the person has three seconds to pass the
ball.

In the first round Northwestern
d e f e a t e d t h e U n i v e r s i t y of
Michigan's 3 ^eam 11-9 Hie
jiuding iOur Big 1 en schools and
Noter Da me a s wr 1 as Hope, who i J n i v e r s i t y of W i s c o n s o n
defeated the University of In
•)iaced sixth out o( eight t e a m s .
d
i a n a 11 9 aiso. H o p e w a s
'Vaterpoio is a sport ;iot many
people hear about too often. Seven defeated by Notre D a m e 13-5.
^iayer> .n ihe water constitute a M i c h i g a n d e f e a t e d N o r .hwesterns B t e a m 19-0.
learn These men or women piav
""he winners a d v a n c e d to the
;n cwo lines of three and a goalie
winners
b r a k e t ana the losers to
They piay n at least six f e e l of
' h e losers b r a k e t .
A'ater

They start by having a sonntoff in which each team lines UD
on its own end wall and spnnt to
the center where the ball is
thrown by the offical.
The object of the game is to get
the ball to the person in front of
the goal to take a shot. "He is
usually fouled," said Brian
BolloneCdS), "and the person
gets five seconds to throw a free
pass to one of his teammates.
This is an excellent opportunity
to score "
The game lasts for four six
minute periods with a stopped
clock Other rules include no
touching the bottom of the pool
and !K) dunking. If dunking occurs, a foul is called and a

>

Northwestern defeated
Wisconsin 15-9 while Michigan
defeated Notre Dame 10-9 in the
winners braket.
For the final g a m e Northwestern defeated Michigan 6-4
to take first place at the tournament, with Northwestern
finishing second.
Notre Dame defeated Wisconson in the consolation game 1&-13
to take third and fourth respectively.
In the losers bracket, the
Michigan B team was defeated
by Indiana 12-2, a n d Hope
defeated the Northwestern B
team 12-3. Indiana defeated Hope
8-3 to take fifth and sixth respectively.
. The Michigan B team defeated
i "ill * v
• • .• » i i f
W'

Run-Bike-Swim adds waik

the Northwestern B t e a m 10-1 to
take seventh and eighth.
The Hope waterpolo club sport
was s t a r t e d in 1980 and ran conHOPE - -- Registration f o r m s
tinuously until last y e a r Accora
r
e
available ^or the '3th annual
ding to Bolione
It's n a m to
lope College Hun-Bike-Swimecruit players. We had 21 guys
•Valk. which this fall f e a t u r e s a
ana six girls sign up, but only
t
a l k i n g event for the first t i m e
four or five show up for pracThe event will f>e neid on Saturtice ' He addei!. "It gets :o be
u p s e t t i n g a n d p o i n t l e s s . .4 iiav ')ci .2 n conjunction with
'he college s Homecoming The
Th^ t e a m is clone for this part
of the season, out will hopefully Hun-Bike-Swim-Waik has been
start up again in the Spring a l t e r sponsored each year since ihe
opening of the Dow Health and
s w i n n i n g is o v e r . " A l m o s t
Physical Education ('enter m
everyone on the t e a m swims,"
1978. by ODL inc of Zeeland.
commented Bollone. "It reaily
depends on whether or not people Mich . in cooperation with the
Hope physical education departshow up to practice. "
The team does not keep offical ment.

statistics, but according to
Bollone."Jeff Heugli( , 92) had
30-40 saves in three games Saturday. He was all-state in high
school."
For the tournament, Hope had
three area high schoolers play
with the them. "These were
three of the four best area
players," commented Bollone.
The team is advised by John
Patrot. According to Bollone,
"He's our advisor, but he likes it
to be student run." He added,
" H e did a ton of stuff for us for

this tournament."
j'

In addition to individual events
in running, biking, swimming
and walking, a triathlon will be
f e a t u r e d . M e d a l s will be
distributed to top finishers in
each event by age division.
The new 3.200 meter (two mile)
prediction walk will begin at the
Dow Center and travel through
the Buys Athletic Complex. The
10 best predictions, estimating
the amount of time the competitor will require to complete
the walk, will win medals.
According to Dr. Glen Van
Wieren, professor of physical
*

^

1/ J

education and director of the on>
^ r a m ' h e decision *0 and
vaik foiioweu ' h e lesire to
•
note wellness
ha
i r d e r g i r d e d the Kun-Bike Sw:r.
Walk since its inception 3n c^
ling the event. Van Wieren nopo>
'he Run-Bike-Swim-Walk 'nil a •
jeal to a b r o a d e r segment ot :m
population
"Walking has become one »i
the m a j o r a v e n u e s for people .0
pursue w e l l n e s s , " Van Wieren

said. "We want to enable them to
do so in the best, most com
prehensive way possible "
The cycling events incluae a
criterium 14,400 meter (nine
mile) race for licensed cyclists
only that is limited to 50 entries
a criterium 5,600 meter <3.5
mile) r a c e for non-licensed
cyclists that are 17 years old and
younger; and a criterium 8,000
meter (five mile) race for nonlicensed cyclists 18 years old and
older. Protective hard shell head
gear will be required and an onsite s a f e t y check will be held for

the competition, which will begin
S e e ' R u n ' , P. 18
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Field hockey continues to win

Senior goalie
aims for best

The Hope Held hockey team c o m p e t e s in the Michigan-Indiana Field Hockey
Invitational held this last Friday and Saturday in Byes Field. P h o t o by L a n c e E v e n

Team wins two and ties at invitational
by Rochelle Anderson
sports editor
The Hope Field Hockey team
hosted the Michigan-Indiana Invitational this past Friday and
Saturday at Buys Athletic Field.
Hope advanced their overall
record to 7-0-2 by defeating
Franklin and Indiana Wesleyan
and tying DePauw in double
overtime.
Hope shut out Franklin for
their game on Friday by the
score of 5-0. Each goal was
scored by a different player.
The second game proved to be
one of the most exciting games
as Hope tied DePauw 1-1. Cocaptain Sue Spring('91) scored
the only goal for Hope 12.5
minutes into the first half. Each
half was 35 minutes long.
DePauw scored early in the second half to tie the game. With
five minutes left to play, Hope
advanced the ball to DePauw's
side of the field where they took
several shots. As hard as they
tried, Hope could not buy a goal.
With one minute left DePauw
brought the ball down to Hope's
end, but time ran out before they
could set up for a shot.
The first overtime was ten
minutes long and neither team
could organize to put the ball
away. With thirty seconds left,
one of DePauw's players, Sue
DelduchettoCSS), got her thumb
smashed and was helped off the
field. Ice was applied in hopes
that she could play that afternoon.
The second overtime was set
for ten minutes of sudden death
play. Spring broke away from
the pack several times, but could
not convert the plays into points.

Wolters said,

44

1 ieit like we

outplayed them, especially in the
last half of the second half and
the overtime."
As for the favorites, coach
Karla Wolters commented, "It's;
pretty even Hope, DePauw, and
Calvin," but I would have to say
that after this game that maybe
DePauw and Hope are the two
best teams." Both teams were
undefeated after the second
round of play.
The difference of scoring between the first two games is that
DePauw is a stronger defensive

team. "We had chances, but we
just couldn't deflect them in,"
said Wolters, "I'd have to give a
lot of credit to Depauw on that
because they made it tough."
The team did pull together as
they flew by Indiana Wesleyan
54). Spring and Beth Fisher('93)
each scored a goal.
Kelli
Koss('92) had a hat trick, whirli
is where someone scores three
goals in a game.
The team goes on the road this
week as they face Calvin on
Thursday, October 4.

So, without having ever heard
of field hockey before, she spent
the proceeding summer experimenting with the stick the
coach had given her.
Now she says, "1 love it!" Additionally, to those who have
never heard of the sport,
Malkewitz can now explain,"It's
like soccer with a stick, and the
ball is about the size of a
baseball "
Unfortunately, this is the last
season for varsity field hockey at
Hope College as decided by the
MIAA " I think it's really
sad,"said Malkewitz. "We have
a lot of people who had been
recruited who are really bummed."
As was explained to the
Eileen Maikewltz
players pre-season, since most
PR Photo
Michigan schools do not offer
field hockey, it is hard to keep it
by Shelly Venema
on as a sport. Perhaps a club will
staff writer
be formed next year, but no one
4
Eileen Malkewitz ( 91) a knows yet.
The attitudes of Malkewitz and
member of the Hope College varsity field hockey team, is an her teammates are positive
athlete to be recognized. Known none-the-less. Goals for their last
as "Leens" by her teammates, season remain high in standing.
Looking upon graduation,
she has many strengths and
Malkewitz
also looks to the near
goals on and off the field.
Playing goalie through the 7 future for placement teaching
games playes so far this season, special education and learning
Malkewitz's has made 29 saves disabled. When asked
and has sucessfully stopped 2 if she will do any coaching, she
one-on-one penalty strokes. Op- replied finding a job first was her
ponents having taken 95 shots on mindset
goal, she has 7 shutouts in those 7
She is also a member of the
games. Last season she had a
Hope varsity softball team. In
total of 9 shutouts.
On the field, Malkewitz says fact, this past summer she
her team goal are to win the traveled with Athletes in Action
M i c h i g a n I n t e r c o l l e g i a t e through Russia, Sweden, and
Athletic Association and the MIK Spain sharing her Christian
(Michigan, Indiana, Kentucky). testimony and playing softball.
The chances are strong, too, Further, she enjoys showing
since one of Hope's strengths lies horses, biking, winter skiing, and
in 11 returning letter winners. reading.
Personally, Malkewitz's goal on
Finally, Malkewitz nametf two
the field is to "give it my best and sources in which she receives
to help the team win the MIAA." most support, God and her
Being a senior she would not parents. "You thank God for the
mind "going all the way ."
ability to play. If we go out with
Malkewitz started to play field that attitude and know that we
hockey only two and a half years should give everything to Him
ago as a sophmore. Coming to and do our best, that's what
Hope to play Softball, it was counts,"she said. Secondly, she
Karla Wolters, coach of the field thanks her parents who have
hockey and softball teams, who, given her support throughout the
according to Malkewitz, said, years, and who rarely miss a
"Why not give field hockev a game.
try?"

W E ARE IN THE PROCESS OF FORMING A
COLLEGE AGE A A GROUP. W E INVITE
STUDENTS EXPERIENCED WITH A A AND

i
Eileen Maikewltz r e s t s from her goalie duties.
Photo bv Lancer Ever!
k A • ii
'orrrctiB'ti

TI B 6 E \ \ T f f l A DESIRE TO STOP DRINKING
TO JOIN IN THIS EFFORT. PLEASE CALL
D A R E L L AT E X T . 7945.
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Women's volleyball team
gets bumped by Calvin
by Rochelle Anderson
sports editor
The Flying Dutch volleyball
team fell to Calvin in games of
15-7, 3-15, 15-3, 13-15, 15-9 in
Calvins favor.
The height of the match occurred in the fifth game as each
team scored one point at at time.
Tied at four, Hope's Shelly
Bareman ('92) served to gain a
point.
Calvin's Pam VanTol
scored the next point tying the
game again. Hope added one and
they put another one on the board
too.
At six all, Calvin started to pull
away serving three in a row
before Hope called a time-out.
Calvin's Betsy Wilgenburg added
two before they had a side out.
Hope scored next on a powerful
slam by Holly Brown ('92).
Calvin called a time-out with
the score 12-9 before they finished the match with a pounding
spike that Hope's blockers
couldn't keep on Calvin's side as
it slid down Hope's side of the
net.
Coach Donna Eaton commented, "One play here or there
made the difference."
The wide scoring gaps in the
games came from serve reception errors on both teams. Eaton
said, "They scored a lot on our

serve receive, but we scored a lot
on their serve receive. It was one
of those matches that was a really good match."
Hope had won the first toss and
elected to receive, but the second
toss they won. they elected to
serve to start the fifth game.
Calvin's strong spikers were a
concern for Hope coming into the
game.
"Pam VanTol, number 18 for
them, is very good and we knew
w e ' d h a v e to s t o p h e r .
S o m e t i m e s we did and
sometimes we didn't," Eaton
said.
Two of Hope's starting players
sat out last Saturday due to concussions they received the week
before.
"Janine Whittemore
('91) was diving for a ball and
took an elbow to the head in the
game against Albion," said
Eaton, "and Allison Coins ('94)
also was hit while diving for a
ball against Kalamazoo on
Thursday."
Coins was rushed to the
hospital in Kalamazoo, but is
now back at school. Whittemore,
a starter and co-captain for the
team, played against
Kalamazoo, but did not play on
Saturday against Calvin.
In reference to bow long the
two will be out Eaton said, "We
don't really know right now.

H o p e ' s volleyball front line attacks early In S a t u r d a y ' s m a t c h a g a i n s t Calvin
College. Calvin went on to win the match In five g a m e s . The rematch for the
two t e a m s is Oct. 23 at Calvin.
Pholo bv Lance Evert

Allison supposedly a week and
Janine may practice next Mondav."
ay.
According to Eaton these in-

juries did not affect the outcome
of the game. "Hie people who
in. filled in well," said
filled in,
Eaton, "We would have been

Run
Continued from P. 16
from 8:30 to 10:30 AM at Holland
Municipal Stadium depending on
one's age division.
Competitive runners will have
a chance to take part in either the
5,000 meter (3.1 mile) Windmill
Island Run or a 10,000 meter (6.2
mile) run, beginning at 10:30
AM. The Kresge Nautatorium of
the Hope College Dow Center will
be the site of two swimming
events, a 400 meter (V4 mile)
race against the clock for those
14 years old and younger, and an
800 meter ( ^ mile) race for those
15 years old and older, beginning
at8:30 AM.
Hie triathlon will consist of the

starting those people out there
but that just wasn't the game "
The Flying Dutch meet Calvin
Cal
again on October 23,1990

IN THE BLEACHERS
by Steve Moore
10,000 meter run, plus individual
time trials in the 16,000 meter (10
mile) bike and the 800 meter
swim, which can begin as early
as 5:30 AM if the participant so
desires. Entry in the triathlon is
limited to 100 people.
A T-shirt will be provided for
participation who register by
Saturday, Oct. 6, but entries will
be accepted on Oct. 13 at 7:30
AM. Competitors may dress and
shower in the Dow Center.
The registration fee is $6 for
each competitive event and $8 for
the triathlon. Registration forms
are available at the physical
education department office in
the Dow Center on the Hope campus or by calling 394-7690.

v

Sheila Brink, Sonya Langlols, and Kristen Kingma
run In a pack as they race along the c o u r s e of the
meet. Photo by lifHjer

Jim Hall works the hills of Iowa with less than a mile to
go in the five mile race.
Photo by Stephen D. Kaukonen.
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Classifieds
&
Personals

SUSAN k SHERRY - Thanks for
the letter. When can we come
and scam off you? C, MB&B.

ADDRESSERS WANTED imm e d i a t e l y ! No e x p e r i e n c e
necessary. Excellent pay! Work
at h o m e ! Call t o l l - f r e e :
1-800-395-3283.
HOSTILE? WHO'S been hostile?
SPRING BREAK-Christmas
Break tours! Individuals or student organization needed to promote our Ski-Sun tours. Earn
Money and Free Tripe to Cancun,
Daytona, Vermont, Montreal.
Call Hi-Life at 1-800-263-5604.

THE ANCHOR meets every
Wednesday and Sunday at 7 p.m.
in the anchor office in DeWitt
(down the hall from off-camups
jobs and WTHS). Join us!
WHO THE heck cares about who
killed Laura Palmer. BART
SIMPSON fans unite!
PHOTOGRAPHERS - The anchor still needs you! We'll supply
the film - you go to the event and
take the shots. Great resume
builder with low committment of
time. Call x7877.
PERKINS, THE
wrong!

gods were

Concert Calendar

K.A. Til walk you home anytime
you want. B.T.
TO THE Dateless Wonder of
Hopeless College (otherwise
known as BABE): B-4 you get
desperate, cutie, remember I
will always be ready & waiting
for you! Yours E t e r n a l l y ,
Herbert.
FALL BREAK ride to Cleveland,
the Chagrin Valley and any part
in between. Call Jim x6283.
SCOTT, Why am I doing all these
long stories? Aren't they news? Ack-thypt.
GIVE MY REGARDS to Broadway, and remember me at
Leichester Square.

Oct. 3

Leo Kottke &
Tuck and Patti

State Theater, 404 S. Burdick, Kalamazoo
8 p.m.; Reserved seats $15.50

Oct. 4

Leo Kottke &
Tuck and Patti

Michigan Theater, 603 E. Liberty, Ann Arbor
8 p.m.; Reserved seats $16.50

Oct. 5

Dread Zepplin

St. Andrew's Hall, 431 E. Congress St. Detroit
Doors open 9 p.m.; Tickets $11.50 in advance

Oct. 6

Youssou N'Dour

St. Andrew's Hall, 431 E. Congress St. Detroit
Doors open 9 p.m.; Tickets $12.50 in advance

Oct. 12

Gene Loves Jezebel
w/Concrete Blonde

AKDTWEE WAV
TD

WHEN

Latin Quarter, 3067 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit
Doors open 7:30jp.m.

WfTH A
PSVcH/^rTOST"
\jjn~U A
gAC^GSUMO

ucw's imrf?

IKJ rv ZbPaiG

Oct. 13

George Winston

r

ountain Street Church, Grand Rapids
6 p.m.; Tickets $16.50 and $14.50

Oct. 16

Sonic Youth

L atin Quarter, 3067 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit
Doors open 7:30 p.m.; Tickets $11.50 in advance

Oct. 18

Michael Hedges

State Theater, 404 S. Burdick, Kalamazoo
8 p.m.; Reserved seats $15,50

py t £ m u 6 MlM 60 WITH A

SEWTEMCE, x BEUEVG WEISE SB*JVW&
LOUP A
N p C L E A R AlE5?A6e r W T
we twr mjr HIM TO
MUGTUS !

Oct. 25

Cocteau Twins
w/His Name is Alive

Roya! Oak Music Theater, Royal Oak

Oct. 28
mw y

Jane's Addiction

Latin Quarter, 3067 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit
Doors open 7:30 p.m.
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Unless } ou really enjoy reading manuals,
get a Macintosh.
Tim Moses
Compoter Science
Vonderbilt University
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"Macintosh practical!}' eliminates die need to
keep manuals next to my computer, becauseregardless of which program I'm using-1 can
"ij,
open, close, save, and print files in exactly
the same wa\: And you can't say that about
any other computer.
Today lots of other computers are
attempting to look and work like a
Macintosh, but it's just not possible.
They're too fundamentallv different
to begin with.This may sound
a little strange, but comparing
a Macintosh to other computers is like comparing apples to
oranges.You can squash the orange
into shape and paint it to look like an apple,
but underneath the makeup, it's still
an orange.
"It's funny-1 work at the Vanderbilt
computer store and IVe seen lots of people
switch from other computers to Macintosh,
but I've never seen anybodyj with a
»• l
Macintosh switch to another computer."
^

A' •

For more information regarding the
Student Purchase Program contact the
Computing & Information Technology Center
at 394-7670 or contact John Buth at
CPR/MICROAGE, 459-3294
*

Why do people love Macintosh?
Ask them.
< "*0

C r - n w "H AO,*.
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